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Recycling Krylov Subspaces and Preconditioners

Kapil Ahuja

(ABSTRACT)

Science and engineering problems frequently require solving a sequence of single linear sys-

tems or a sequence of dual linear systems. We develop algorithms that recycle Krylov

subspaces and preconditioners from one system (or pair of systems) in the sequence to the

next, leading to efficient solutions.

Besides the benefit of only having to store few Lanczos vectors, using BiConjugate Gradients

(BiCG) to solve dual linear systems may have application-specific advantages. For example,

using BiCG to solve the dual linear systems arising in interpolatory model reduction provides

a backward error formulation in the model reduction framework. Using BiCG to evaluate

bilinear forms – for example, in the variational Monte Carlo (VMC) algorithm for electronic

structure calculations – leads to a quadratic error bound. Since one of our focus areas is

sequences of dual linear systems, we introduce recycling BiCG, a BiCG method that recycles

two Krylov subspaces from one pair of dual linear systems to the next pair. The derivation

of recycling BiCG also builds the foundation for developing recycling variants of other bi-

Lanczos based methods like CGS, BiCGSTAB, BiCGSTAB2, BiCGSTAB(l), QMR, and

TFQMR.

We develop a generalized bi-Lanczos algorithm, where the two matrices of the bi-Lanczos

procedure are not each other’s conjugate transpose but satisfy this relation over the gener-

ated Krylov subspaces. This is sufficient for a short term recurrence. Next, we derive an

augmented bi-Lanczos algorithm with recycling and show that this algorithm is a special

case of generalized bi-Lanczos. The Petrov-Galerkin approximation that includes recycling

in the iteration leads to modified two-term recurrences for the solution and residual updates.



We generalize and extend the framework of our recycling BiCG to CGS, BiCGSTAB and

BiCGSTAB2. We perform extensive numerical experiments and analyze the generated recy-

cle space. We test all of our recycling algorithms on a discretized partial differential equation

(PDE) of convection-diffusion type. This PDE problem provides well-known test cases that

are easy to analyze further. We use recycling BiCG in the Iterative Rational Krylov Algo-

rithm (IRKA) for interpolatory model reduction and in the VMC algorithm. For a model

reduction problem, we show up to 70% savings in iterations, and we also demonstrate that

solving the problem without recycling leads to (about) a 50% increase in runtime. Experi-

ments with recycling BiCG for VMC gives promising results.

We also present an algorithm that recycles preconditioners, leading to a dramatic reduction

in the cost of VMC for large(r) systems. The main cost of the VMC method is in constructing

a sequence of Slater matrices and computing the ratios of determinants for successive Slater

matrices. Recent work has improved the scaling of constructing Slater matrices for insulators,

so that the cost of constructing Slater matrices in these systems is now linear in the number of

particles. However, the cost of computing determinant ratios remains cubic in the number

of particles. With the long term aim of simulating much larger systems, we improve the

scaling of computing determinant ratios in the VMC method for simulating insulators by

using preconditioned iterative solvers.

The main contribution here is the development of a method to efficiently compute for the

Slater matrices a sequence of preconditioners that make the iterative solver converge rapidly.

This involves cheap preconditioner updates, an effective reordering strategy, and a cheap

method to monitor instability of ILUTP preconditioners. Using the resulting preconditioned

iterative solvers to compute determinant ratios of consecutive Slater matrices reduces the

scaling of the VMC algorithm from O(n3) per sweep to roughly O(n2), where n is the number

of particles, and a sweep is a sequence of n steps, each attempting to move a distinct particle.

We demonstrate experimentally that we can achieve the improved scaling without increasing

statistical errors.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

We focus on solving the sequence of single linear systems,

A(j)x(j) = b(j), (1.1)

and the sequence of dual linear systems,

A(j)x(j) = b(j), A(j)∗x̃(j) = b̃(j), (1.2)

where A(j) ∈ Cn×n and b(j), b̃(j) ∈ Cn vary with j, the matrices A(j) are large and sparse, and

the change from one system (or pair of systems) to the next is small. Such systems arise

in numerous application areas, for example, model reduction and variational Monte Carlo

(VMC). We describe these applications in detail in Chapter 2.

Preconditioned Krylov subspace methods are one of the best candidates for solving large

and sparse linear systems. Since here we have sequences of such systems, we recycle Krylov

subspaces and preconditioners from one system (or pair of systems) to the next in the

sequence.

1
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Recycling Krylov Subspaces

The convergence of Krylov subspace methods for solving a linear system, to a great extent,

depends on the spectrum of the matrix. Moreover, the deflation of eigenvalues close to the

origin usually improves the convergence rate [63, 78]. If the eigenvector corresponding to

an eigenvalue is in the Krylov subspace, then that eigenvalue is deflated. This is one of

the ways by which eigenvalues can be deflated. Therefore, while solving a system, we select

an approximate invariant subspace of A(j) (corresponding to small eigenvalues in absolute

value), and use it to accelerate the solution of the next system. Similarly, while solving a

pair of systems, we select approximate invariant subspaces of A(j) and A(j)∗, and use these

to accelerate the solution of the next pair of systems. This process is called Krylov subspace

recycling, and leads to faster convergence for the next system / pair of systems.

For solving a single linear system, ‘recycling’ has been used in the GCROT [28] and the

GMRES-DR [63] algorithms. For solving a sequence of linear systems, this idea was first

proposed in [66] where it is applied to the GCROT and the GCRO-DR algorithms. The

idea is further adapted in the RMINRES [85] algorithm. GCROT as in [66], GCRO-DR,

and RMINRES all focus on solving a sequence of single systems rather than a sequence of

two dual systems, which is one of the focus areas here. For a comprehensive discussion of

recycling algorithms see [66].

There are important advantages to solving dual linear systems using the BiCG algorithm [37].

BiCG has a short-term recurrence, so very few Lanczos vectors have to be stored. There

are many application areas where using BiCG is particularly beneficial. For example, us-

ing BiCG to solve dual linear systems arising in interpolatory model reduction provides a

backward error formulation in the model reduction framework [15] (see Section 2.1). This

property makes BiCG attractive, even for symmetric positive definite (SPD) systems. An-

other example is when evaluating bilinear forms of the type u∗A−1w where u, w ∈ Cn (as in

the VMC algorithms; see Section 2.2). Solving the dual linear systems to compute u∗A−1w

provides a quadratic error bound [79].
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Since BiCG is advantageous for solving dual linear systems and (1.2) has a sequence of such

linear systems, we focus on Krylov subspace recycling for BiCG. We refer to our recycling

BiCG method as RBiCG, and derive it in Chapter 3. The BiCG algorithm also forms

the basis of other popular bi-Lanczos based algorithms like CGS [76], BiCGSTAB [82],

BiCGSTAB2 [50], BiCGSTAB(l) [74], QMR [43], and TFQMR [41]. Hence, in Chapter 4 we

extend the recycling framework of RBiCG to CGS , BiCGSTAB, and BiCGSTAB2, all of

which focus on efficiently solving sequences of single linear systems.

We test our recycling algorithms on a convection-diffusion type of PDE, Iterative Rational

Krylov Algorithm (IRKA) [49] for interpolatory model reduction, the VMC algorithm, and

a crack propagation simulation. The motivation for testing on IRKA and VMC has been

discussed earlier. We test on the convection-diffusion problem because such PDEs are per-

vasive and provide well-known test cases that are easy to analyze further. This has another

advantage: many physical problems that are formulated as a convection-diffusion type PDE

(for example, the Oseen’s problem), would lead to a potential model reduction problem. The

crack propagation example is a good model problem for testing recycling for sequences of

single linear systems [66].

For a model reduction problem we show up to a 70% savings in the iteration count, and

demonstrate that BiCG takes (about) 50% more time than RBiCG. Application of RBiCG

for VMC and RBiCGSTAB for crack propagation simulation, gives promising results. We

also analyze the generated recycle spaces.

Recycling Preconditioners

Quite often for “hard” problems, Krylov subspace algorithms do not converge or take too

much time. In these cases, preconditioning the linear system (or pair of systems) helps.

Computing a new preconditioner at every step in the sequence is usually very expensive.

However, we can exploit the structure of the matrix update from one step in the sequence
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to the next, and compute a cheap update to the preconditioner.

In the VMC algorithm, we have a sequence of linear systems of the type (1.1). For every

new j, the matrix changes only by one row. Hence, in Chapter 5 we propose a method that

recycles preconditioners for VMC. Besides performing cheap preconditioner updates, our

method monitors and improves deteriorating preconditioners. We show that our algorithm

leads to an order of magnitude improvement in the scaling of VMC.

In Chapter 6, we provide concluding remarks, and also discuss future work. Here, we briefly

present a multilevel preconditioner to further improve the scaling of the VMC algorithm.

The initial results with this preconditioner look promising.

To simplify notation, we drop the superscript j in (1.1) – (1.2). At any particular point

in the sequence of systems, we refer to Ax = b as the primary system and A∗x̃ = b̃ as the

dual system. Throughout the dissertation, || · || refers to the two-norm, (·, ·) refers to the

standard inner product, and ei is the i-th canonical basis vector. Unless otherwise stated,

we collectively call the primary system recycle space and the dual system recycle space as

the recycle space.



Chapter 2

Discussion of Applications

In this chapter, we describe the application areas for our recycling algorithms: model re-

duction (Section 2.1) and the variational Monte Carlo algorithm (Section 2.2). For each

application, we first provide the background information, then analyze the application for

the use of iterative solvers, and finally provide motivation for using recycling.

2.1 Model Reduction

Consider a single-input/single-output (SISO) linear time-invariant (LTI) system represented

as

G :







E ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + bv(t)

y(t) = c∗x(t),

or G(s) = c∗(sE − A)−1b (2.1)

where E,A ∈ R
n×n and b, c ∈ R

n. The time-dependent functions v(t), y(t): R→ R are the

input and output of G(s), respectively, and x(t) : R → Rn is the associated state. In (2.1),

G(s) is the transfer function of the system: Let V (s) and Y (s) denote the Laplace transforms

of v(t) and y(t), respectively. Then, the transfer function G(s) satisfies Y (s) = G(s)V (s).

5
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By a common abuse of notation, we denote both the underlying dynamical system and its

transfer function with G. The dimension of the underlying state-space, n, is called the

dimension of G. Systems of the form (2.1) with extremely large state-space dimension n

arise in many applications; see [8] and [58] for a collection of such examples. Simulations in

such large scale settings lead to overwhelming demands on computational resources. This

is the main motivation for model reduction. The goal is to produce a surrogate model of

much smaller dimension which provides a high-fidelity approximation of the input-output

behavior of the original model G. Let r ≪ n denote the order of the reduced-model. The

reduced-model is represented, similar to (2.1), as

Gr(s) :







Er ẋr(t) = Arxr(t) + brv(t)

yr(t) = c∗rxr(t),

or Gr(s) = c∗r(sEr − Ar)
−1br (2.2)

where Er, Ar ∈ Rr×r and br, cr ∈ Rr. In this setting, the common approach is to construct

reduced order models via a Petrov-Galerkin projection. This amounts to choosing two r-

dimensional subspaces Vr and Wr and matrices Vr ∈ R
n×r and Wr ∈ R

n×r such that Vr =

Range(Vr) and Wr = Range(Wr). Then, we approximate the full-order state x(t) as x(t) ≈

Vrxr(t) and enforce the Petrov-Galerkin condition,

W ∗
r (EVrẋr(t)− AVrxr(t)− b v(t)) = 0, yr(t) = c∗Vrxr(t),

leading to a reduced-order model as in (2.2) with

Er = W ∗
r EVr, Ar = W ∗

r AVr, br = W ∗
r b, and cr = V ∗

r c. (2.3)

As (2.3) illustrates, the quality of the reduced model depends solely on the selection of

the two subspaces Vr and Wr. In this dissertation, we will choose Vr and Wr to enforce

interpolation. For other selections of Vr and Wr, we refer the reader to [8].
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Interpolatory Model Reduction

For a given full-order model G(s), the goal of interpolatory model reduction is to construct

a reduced-order model Gr(s) via rational interpolation. Here, we focus on Hermite interpo-

lation. Given the full-order model (2.1) and a collection of interpolation points (also called

shifts) σi ∈ C, for i = 1, . . . , r, we must construct a reduced-order system by projection as

in (2.3) such that Gr(s) interpolates G(s) and its first derivative at selected interpolation

points, i.e.,

G(σi) = Gr(σi) and G′(σi) = G′
r(σi) for i = 1, . . . , r.

Rational interpolation by projection was first proposed in [30, 88, 89]. How to obtain the

required projection was derived in [47] using the rational Krylov method [68]. For the special

case of Hermite rational interpolation, the solution of the interpolatory model reduction

problem is given in Theorem 2.1. For the more general case, we refer the reader to [47] and

the recent survey [9].

Theorem 2.1. Given G(s) = c∗(sE − A)−1b and r distinct points σ1, . . . , σr ∈ C, let

Vr = [(σ1E −A)−1b . . . (σrE −A)−1b], W ∗
r =








c∗(σ1E − A)−1

...

c∗(σrE − A)−1







. (2.4)

Using (2.3), define the reduced-order model Gr(s) = c∗r(sEr−Ar)
−1br. Then G(σi) = Gr(σi)

and G′(σi) = G′
r(σi), for i = 1, . . . , r.

Theorem 2.1 shows how to solve interpolatory model reduction problem via projection for

given shifts. However, it does not provide a strategy for choosing good/ optimal interpolation

points. This issue has been recently resolved in [49] for the special case of optimality in the
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H2 norm. The H2 norm of the dynamical system G(s) is defined as

‖G‖H2
=

(
1

2π

∫ ∞

−∞

| G(a) |2 da

)1/2

.

The H2 norm of G is indeed the 2−∞ induced norm of the underlying convolution operator.

Then, for any v ∈ L2(R+), ‖y− yr‖L∞ ≤ ‖G−Gr‖H2‖v‖L2. To ensure that the output error

y−yr is small in L∞(R+) uniformly over all inputs v, say, with ‖v‖L2 ≤ 1, we seek a reduced

system Gr that makes ‖G − Gr‖H2 small. This leads to the optimal H2 model reduction

problem: Given G(s), and a reduced order r < n, find Gr(s) that solves

‖G−Gr‖H2 = min
dim(Ĝr)=r

∥
∥
∥G− Ĝr

∥
∥
∥
H2

. (2.5)

This problem has been studied extensively [61, 87, 49, 77, 84, 48, 13, 14]. The problem (2.5)

is a non-convex optimization problem, which makes finding the global minimum, at best, a

hard task. Hence, the common approach is to construct reduced-order models that satisfy,

for interpolatory model reduction framework, the following first-order necessary conditions.

Theorem 2.2. ([61, 49]) Given G(s), let Gr(s) = c∗r(sEr−Ar)
−1br be an H2-optimal reduced

order model of order r, and let λ̂1, . . . , λ̂r denote the poles of G(s). Then

G(−λ̂i) = Gr(−λ̂i) and G′(−λ̂i) = G′
r(−λ̂i) for i = 1, . . . , r. (2.6)

So, the H2 optimal approximant Gr(s) is a Hermite interpolant to G(s) at the mirror image

of its poles. These poles, whose mirror images are the optimal interpolation points, are not

known a priori. Hence, the Iterative Rational Krylov Algorithm (IRKA) [49], starting from

an initial selection of interpolation points, iteratively corrects the interpolation points until

(2.6) is satisfied. Algorithm 2.1 outlines IRKA; for details, see [49].
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Algorithm 2.1. IRKA ( [49])
1. Make an initial shift selection σi for i = 1, . . . , r,
2. Vr = [(σ1E − A)−1b, . . . , (σrE − A)−1b] ,
3. Wr = [(σ1E −A)−∗c, . . . , (σrE −A)−∗c],
4. while (not converged)
⋄ Ar = W ∗

r AVr, Er = W ∗
r AVr,

⋄ σi ← −λi(Ar, Er) for i = 1, . . . , r,
⋄ Vr = [(σ1E −A)−1b, . . . , (σrE − A)−1b] ,
⋄ Wr = [(σ1E − A)−∗c, . . . , (σrE − A)−∗c],
5. Ar = W ∗

r AVr, Er = W ∗
r AVr, br = W ∗

r b, cr = V ∗
r cr.

Benefit of using a Petrov-Galerkin Framework

The main cost in IRKA is solving multiple linear systems to compute Vr and Wr. If the di-

mension of the state-space, n, is large, these systems are generally solved only approximately

by an iterative solver. In this context, it is important to asses the accuracy of the computed

reduced order model; that is, given the shifts, how accurately the Hermite interpolation

problem is solved. This question was studied extensively in [15]. One of the major results,

outlined below for our particular case, provides the main motivation for solving the linear

systems associated with corresponding columns of Vr and Wr as pair of dual linear systems

using BiCG.

Let v̂j and ŵj , for j = 1, . . . , r, denote the approximate solutions of (σjE − A)vj = b and

(σjE−A)
∗wj = c, respectively, with residuals ηj = (σjE−A)v̂j−b and ξj = (σjE−A)

∗ŵj−c.

Furthermore, let v̂j, ŵj , ηj, and ξj satisfy the Petrov-Galerkin condition that there exist

spaces P and Q such that v̂j ∈ P, ŵj ∈ Q, ηj ⊥ Q, and ξj ⊥ P. Define the approximate

solution matrices (V̂r and Ŵr), the residual matrices (Rb and Rc), and the rank-2r matrix

(F2r) as follows:

V̂r = [v̂1 v̂2 . . . v̂r], Ŵr = [ŵ1 ŵ2 . . . ŵr],

Rb = [η1 η2 . . . ηr], Rc = [ξ1 ξ2 . . . ξr],

F2r = Rb(Ŵ
∗
r V̂r)

−1Ŵ ∗
r + V̂ ∗

r (Ŵ
∗
r V̂r)

−1Rc.

(2.7)
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Also, define the inexact reduced-order order quantities

Âr = Ŵ ∗
r AV̂r, Êr = Ŵ ∗

r EV̂r, b̂r = Ŵ ∗
r b, and ĉr = V̂ ∗

r c.

Then, the computed reduced-order model Ĝr(s) = ĉ∗r(sÊr − Âr)
−1b̂r exactly interpolates the

perturbed full-order model Ĝ(s) = c∗(sE − (A+ F2r))
−1b, i.e.,

Ĝ(σi) = Ĝr(σi) and Ĝ′(σi) = Ĝ′
r(σi), for i = 1, . . . , r.

Hence, iteratively solving the linear systems while satisfying the Petrov-Galerkin condition

above yields a backward error for the interpolatory model reduction that is bounded by

‖F2r‖, which is governed by the norms of the residuals. The latter are easily controlled in

the iterative solver. For details, we refer the reader to [15].

The easiest way to satisfy the Petrov-Galerkin condition above is by solving the dual pairs

of linear systems using BiCG. Hence, BiCG is particularly suitable for solving the linear

systems in IRKA. However, as IRKA leads to a sequence of dual linear systems, a recycling

BiCG algorithm could reduce the total run time for solving all linear systems. In Chapter

3, we propose recycling BiCG (RBiCG) and using numerical experiments show the benefit

of recycling Krylov subspaces. Moreover, if we solve the dual pairs of linear systems arising

in IRKA by RBiCG the Petrov-Galerkin condition is still satisfied.

Previous Work in Recycling for Model Reduction

Recycling for interpolatory model reduction in the Galerkin projection setting, i.e., with

Wr = Vr, has been considered in [17] and [36]. In that case, there are no dual systems

to solve, and therefore approaches based on GCR [35] and GMRES [71] are considered,

respectively, for a sequence of (single) linear systems, as opposed to our approach based

on BiCG for a sequence of dual linear systems. Also in other respects, the approach for

improving the linear solver and the model reduction context are quite different from here.
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In [17], the focus is on efficiently solving linear systems with a fixed coefficient matrix and

multiple right hand sides (Ax(j) = b(j)), recycling descent vectors (in GCR). Furthermore,

the authors target model reduction with a single interpolation point but interpolating higher

derivatives.

2.2 The Variational Monte Carlo Method

Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) methods [80, 52] produce highly accurate quantitative results

for many body systems. They have a wide range of applications, including the study of the

electronic structure of helium, molecules, solids, and lattice models.

The variational Monte Carlo method (VMC) method is one of many forms of QMC. Although

our focus will be on VMC, our results naturally transfer to diffusion Monte Carlo methods

[38] as well. The VMC method for computing the ground-state expectation value of the

energy combines variational optimization with the Monte Carlo algorithm to evaluate the

energy and possibly other observables [38, 80].

The inner loop of VMC involves sampling over configurations R with the probability density

|Ψα(R)|2 induced by the many body trial wave function Ψα(R) [80]. Here, α denotes the

vector of variational parameters over which we minimize, and R is a 3n-dimensional vector

representing the coordinates of all the particles in the system. This sampling is done using a

Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach. For each independent configuration R generated from

the Markov Chain, observables O(R,Ψα) are computed and averaged. Although there are

many possible observables, our discussion will focus on the the local energy, EL,α. The aver-

age of EL,α is the function being optimized. In the rest of this section, we will further detail

the separate pieces of this process with a particular focus on the computational bottlenecks.
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Scaling of VMC

The VMC method is computationally expensive, and current algorithms and computers limit

typical system sizes for fermionic systems to about a thousand particles [38, 62, 73]. There

are two main bottlenecks to simulating larger systems. The first is constructing a sequence of

millions of so-called Slater matrices, and the second is computing the ratios of determinants

of successive Slater matrices (we will describe Slater matrices and other relevant concepts

shortly). Our longer term aim is to develop methods for the efficient simulation of systems

with 104 to 105 particles (on high-end computers).

Let n, the system size, be the number of particles (electrons) in the system, which also equals

the number of orbitals. Each orbital is a single particle wave function. For simplicity we

ignore spin; incorporation of spin is straightforward. In VMC, we estimate observables by

conditionally moving particles one by one and accumulating ‘snapshots’ of the observables.

We define the attempt to move all the particles in the system once as a sweep. The cost

of constructing Slater matrices depends on the type of basis functions used for building the

orbitals. However, the cost for the generic case is O(n2) per sweep [86] (constant cost per

element in the matrix). Recent physics papers [6, 5, 86] discuss methods to reduce this cost

to O(n) by optimizing the orbitals, such that the matrix is optimally sparse. Therefore only

a linear number of elements in the matrix must be filled and computing the matrix becomes

cheap. This can only be shown to be rigorous for certain physical systems (like insulators).

These methods are referred to as ‘linear scaling’ or O(n) methods, because, in many cases,

the cost of computing the Slater matrices dominates. However, these methods are not truly

linear, since the cost of computing the determinant ratios is still O(n3), which will dominate

the cost of the VMC method for larger n. In this dissertation, we focus on reducing this cost

for insulators (or, more generally, for systems with sparse Slater matrices) to O(n2).
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Computing Determinant Ratio

The VMC method generates a sequence of matrices,

Ak+1 = Ak + eiku
T
k , (2.8)

where k indicates the Monte Carlo step or particle move, Ak and Ak+1 are the Slater ma-

trices before and after the proposed move of particle ik, eik is the corresponding Cartesian

basis vector, and uk gives the change in row ik resulting from moving particle ik. The ac-

ceptance probability of the (conditional) move depends on the squared absolute value of the

determinant ratio of the two matrices,

| detAk+1|
2

| detAk|2
=
∣
∣1 + uT

kA
−1
k eik

∣
∣
2
. (2.9)

The standard algorithm in VMC [24] uses the explicit inverse of the Slater matrix, A−1
k , to

compute this ratio, and it updates this inverse according to the Sherman-Morrison formula

[45, p. 50] if the particle move is accepted, resulting in O(n3) work per sweep. For stability,

the inverse is occasionally recomputed from scratch (but such that it does not impact the

overall scaling). For systems with fewer than a thousand particles this method is practical.

Recently, in [65] a variant of this algorithm was proposed that accumulates the multiplicative

updates to the exact inverse,

A−1
k+1 = (I −

1

1 + uT
kA

−1
k eik

A−1
k eiku

T
k )A

−1
k ,

and applies those recursively to compute the ratio (2.9), an approach well-known in numerical

optimization for Broyden-type methods [56, p. 88]. The same idea is also discussed in [10,

Appendix A]. This approach requires O(kn) work for the kth Monte Carlo step, and therefore

O(k2n) work for the first k Monte Carlo steps. Hence, a single sweep (n Monte Carlo steps)

takes O(n3) work. If the inverse is not recomputed once per sweep, the approach will actually

scale worse than the standard algorithm. So, this method does not decrease the total number
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of required operations (or scaling), but often has superior cache performance resulting in an

increase in speed.

In Chapter 5, we propose an algorithm for computing determinant ratios for insulating

systems in the VMC method with roughly O(n2) work per sweep, providing a significant

improvement in the order of complexity over the standard algorithm; see the discussion of

complexity and Tables 5.4 and 5.5 in Section 5.3.

Rather than keeping and updating the inverse of the Slater matrices, we can compute (2.9)

in step k by solving Akzk = eik and taking the inner product of zk with uk. Since, for certain

cases (like insulators), the Slater matrices with optimized orbitals are sparse, and the relative

sparsity increases with the number of particles and nuclei in a system for a given material,

preconditioned iterative methods are advantageous, especially since the accuracy of the linear

solve can be modest. As we will show, convergence is rapid with a good preconditioner, and

hence we use preconditioned full GMRES [71]. However, other Krylov methods are equally

possible and might be more appropriate for harder problems. The main challenge in our

approach is to generate, at low cost, a sequence of preconditioners corresponding to the

Slater matrices that result in the efficient iterative solution of each system. We explain how

to resolve this problem in section 5.2.

Another way of computing determinant ratio is to rewrite (2.9) as

| det Ãk|
2

| detAk|2
=
∣
∣
∣1 +

(
A−T

k uk

)T
Ak

(
A−1

k eik
)
∣
∣
∣

2

.

Hence, we can solve the following two systems by an iterative solver:

Akx = eik and AT
k x̃ = uk. (2.10)

In exact arithmetic, we can show that solving these dual linear systems using BiCG provides

a quadratic error bound1.

1This is not true in finite precision computations. In [79], the authors propose a solution to this problem.
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Theorem 2.3. ([79]) If Akx = eik and AT
k x̃ = uk are solved with BiCG such that ‖eik −

Akx‖ = O(ǫ1) and ‖uk − AT
k x̃‖ = O(ǫ2), then ‖x̃

TAkx− uT
kA

−1
k eik‖ = O(ǫ1ǫ2).

This results makes BiCG competitive to algorithms like GMRES for computing the deter-

minant ratio. However, as we have a sequence of dual linear systems, RBiCG could reduce

the total run time for solving all linear systems. Note that the quadratic error bound result

holds when RBiCG is used. Therefore in Section 3.5, we apply RBiCG for VMC.

Many Body Wave Function

Although wave functions come in a variety of forms, the most common form is

Ψα(r1, r2, ..., rn) = exp

(
∑

ij

f(ri − rj)

)

det(A), with (2.11)

A =











φ1(r1) φ2(r1) . . . φn(r1)

φ1(r2) φ2(r2) . . . φn(r2)
...

. . .
...

φ1(rn) φ2(rn) . . . φn(rn)











, (2.12)

where f is called the Jastrow factor [24][80, p. 319], ri represents the coordinates of particle

i (part of the vector R), A is called a Slater matrix (with elements ai,j = φj(ri)), and its

determinant is called a Slater determinant. Each function φj is a scalar function of position

and is referred to as a single particle orbital or single particle wave function. The calculation

optimizes over these single particle orbitals as functions of the parameter vector α. In this

dissertation, we assume that the particles are confined to a cube and periodic boundary

conditions are used.

The nature of the single particle orbitals depends on the physical system being simulated.

(Since the determinants of the Slater matrices are invariant, up to a sign, under unitary

We discuss the solution in Chapter 3, since it easily applies to RBiCG as well.
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transformations, we can only talk about properties of the set of orbitals.) Two important

general classes of electronic systems are metals and insulators. In a metal, the single particle

orbitals extend throughout all of space; there is no unitary transformation such that each

orbital will have compact support. Moreover, forcing compact support by maximally local-

izing the orbitals and truncating them outside a fixed sphere can induce serious qualitative

errors, e.g., changing the system from a metal to an insulator. In contrast, for an insula-

tor there exists a choice of single particle orbitals that have local support (or truncating

them to introduce such local support produces minimal errors). As the size of the system is

increased, the support of the individual orbitals remains fixed, which leads to increasingly

sparse matrices.

Previous work [5, 6, 86] has developed methods to find unitary transformations that minimize

the spread of the single particle orbitals. These methods often go by the name linear scaling

methods, although in practice they simply minimize the number of non-zero elements in the

Slater matrix. Although this makes computing and updating the Slater matrix cheaper, the

determinant computation still scales as O(n3). Nonetheless, this is an important advance,

which means that, for an insulating system, the Slater matrix can be made sparse. In

this work, we focus on insulators and we leverage this starting point in our work with the

assumption that our single particle orbitals are maximally localized.

The specific details of the single particle wave functions depend sensitively on the exact ma-

terial being simulated and are unimportant for our study. Instead, we use a set of Gaussians

centered on n points tiled in space on a b.c.c. (body centered cubic) lattice as representative

insulator single particle orbitals:

φj(r) = e−k‖r−Zj‖
2

, for j = 1 . . . n, (2.13)

where the Zj are the lattice positions (i.e., physically the position of nucleus j), and k

determines the rate of decay of φj. We will truncate these Gaussian functions so that they

vanish outside some fixed radius (see section 5.3). These single particle orbitals have the
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same qualitative features as realistic single particle orbitals for insulators, have nice analytical

properties that allow for easier analysis, and a solution to this problem will almost certainly

translate to generic insulators. These Gaussians have a tuning parameter k that determines

their (effective) width and physically the bandwidth of the insulator. For these studies, we

focus on k = 1. (We remind the reader that we do not take spin degrees of freedom into

account; in realistic simulations, one would have separate determinants for spin up and spin

down electrons.) Furthermore, we choose the unit of length such that the density of electrons

is 3/(4π). This implies that the b.c.c. lattice spacing is 2.031 and the nearest neighbor

distance between lattice/orbital positions is 1.759. In this case, the Slater matrices depend

on three choices (parameters), first, the type of lattice defining the orbital/nuclei positions,

second, the spacing of the lattice positions, and, third, the decay rate of the Gaussian

orbitals defined by k. After fixing the type of lattice (body centered cubic), physically, only

the spacing of the orbital centers relative to the decay of the Gaussians is relevant. Hence,

for analyzing the dependence of matrix properties on the parameters, we need only vary k.

Markov Chain Monte Carlo

The Monte Carlo method is used to compute high dimensional integrals that arise while

studying properties of many body systems (one such property is local energy, which we

discuss in the next section). Direct sampling would be very inefficient, because the wave

function assumes large values only in a small region of the 3n dimensional space. Therefore,

a Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm (MCMC) using a Metropolis update rule is used.

For a comprehensive discussion of the Metropolis algorithm see [24, 38, 80]. The first VMC

for bosonic systems was reported in [60].

The MCMC algorithm samples configurations as follows. At each step, the current con-

figuration R (representing the collective coordinates of all particles) is changed by moving

one particle a small (random) distance, generating a trial configuration R′. The particles

can be moved in order or by random selection. The trial configuration is accepted with a
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probability that is equal to the ratio of the probabilities (densities) of the two configurations,

assuming uniform sampling of the trial coordinate. Hence we compute |Ψ(R′)|2

|Ψ(R)|2
and compare

with a random number drawn from the uniform distribution on (0, 1); the new configura-

tion is accepted if the ratio is larger than the random number. Hence, this is where the

determinant ratios arise. The exponentials of Jastrow factors must be computed as well, but

since they are cheap for sufficiently large n (in fact, they are identical in form to what is

done in well-studied classical simulations [39, 7]), we will ignore them in this dissertation.

If the trial configuration is accepted, the new configuration becomes R′, otherwise the new

configuration is R (again). Since we move a single particle at each step, say particle i, in

the trial configuration only ri is changed to r′i, and the Slater matrices (2.12) for the current

configuration R and the trial configuration R′ differ only in row i. Therefore, consecutive

Slater matrices in our MCMC algorithm differ in one row or are the same (when the trial

configuration is rejected). We refer to the attempted move of one particle as a step and to

the sequence of attempted moves of all particles as a sweep.2

Local Energy

One important property of many body systems to calculate is the expectation value of the

energy [38],

EV =

∫
Ψ∗

α(R)HΨα(R)dR
∫
Ψ∗

α(R)Ψα(R)dR
=

∫
|Ψα(R)|2EL,α(R)dR
∫
Ψ∗

α(R)Ψα(R)dR
, (2.14)

where EL,α(R) = (HΨα(R))/Ψα(R) is referred to as the local energy, and H denotes the

Hamiltonian of the system; see, for example, [80, section 4.5] and [52, p. 45]. Notice

that the observable EL,α(R) averaged over samples taken from the VMC sampling gives us

the expectation value of the energy. The algorithm assumes that Ψα(R) and ∇Ψα(R) are

continuous in regions of finite potential. The computation of EL,α(R) requires the calculation

of the Laplacian∇2
iΨα(R)/Ψα(R) and gradient∇iΨα(R)/Ψα(R) with respect to each particle

2Multiple or all particle moves can also be made but require more sweeps (because the rejection rate is
higher) and are no more efficient per sweep.
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i. This must be done once per sweep. These quantities are computed by evaluating another

determinant ratio. For a given i, we replace row i in the Slater matrix by its Laplacian

respectively its gradient, and then evaluate the ratio of the determinant of this matrix with

the determinant of the Slater matrix. As this has to be done once per sweep, it also scales

as O(n3), and the methods described in this paper naturally generalize to evaluating these

quantities by iterative methods with a reduced scaling.

As a point of note, the only computationally slow aspect of the Diffusion Monte Carlo

method (DMC) that differs from VMC involves computing the gradient of the wave function

for particle i at each step where particle i is moved. Again, the determinant ratio methods

discussed in this paper are also applicable to this situation.

Optimization

The outer loop of the VMC method consists of updating the vector of variational parameters,

α, after the MCMC evaluation of the average of EL,α, so as to minimize the total average

energy. In principle, these variational parameters could vary over all possible functions for all

n single particle orbitals. In practice, the orbitals are often optimized over a smaller subclass

of possible functions. For example, in our model system, one might imagine optimizing k

or the location of the orbitals, Zj (i.e., off the b.c.c. lattice). In more realistic scenarios,

each orbital itself has more structure and might be expanded in terms of basis functions

such as plane waves or Gaussian basis functions (2.13). Often, then, the expansion factors

will be optimized (in addition to the Jastrow factors). Care must be taken when using more

complicated representations. If, for example, each single particle orbital is composed of n

plane waves and there are n orbitals to be evaluated for n particles, even constructing the

Slater matrix would scale as O(n3) per sweep. However, by tabulating the orbitals on a grid,

and doing a table lookup when needed, the cost of constructing the matrix can be brought

down to O(n2) operations per sweep, since there are O(n2) matrix elements, or O(n) if the

matrix is sparse.



Chapter 3

Recycling BiConjugate Gradient

This chapter consists of five sections. In Section 3.1, we discuss the BiCG algorithm. The

RBiCG algorithm is derived in Section 3.2. Sections 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 describe the use of

RBiCG (including results) for a convection-diffusion type of PDE, IRKA for interpolatory

model reduction, and VMC respectively. All experiments are done using Matlab based code.

3.1 BiCG

For the primary system (Ax = b), let x0 be the initial guess with residual r0 = b − Ax0.

Krylov subspace methods (in general) find approximate solutions by projection onto the

Krylov subspace associated with A and r0 [83]. The i-th solution iterate is given by

xi = x0 + ̺i, (3.1)

where ̺i ∈ K
i(A, r0) ≡ span{r0, Ar0, A2r0, · · · , Ai−1r0} is defined by some projection.

The BiCG method defines this projection using the Krylov subspace associated with the

dual system.

20
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Before defining the projection, we need good bases for the two Krylov subspaces (primary

and dual). BiCG uses the bi-Lanczos algorithm [59, 37] to compute these bases. Let columns

of Vi = [v1 v2 . . . vi] define the basis of the primary system Krylov space, and the columns

of Ṽi = [ṽ1 ṽ2 . . . ṽi] define the basis of the dual system Krylov space. The bi-Lanczos

algorithm computes columns of Vi and Ṽi such that, in exact arithmetic, Vi ⊥b Ṽi, where ⊥b

is referred to as bi-orthogonality. The columns of Vi and Ṽi are called Lanczos vectors. There

is a degree of freedom in choosing the scaling of the Lanczos vectors [46, 51, 70]. Using the

scaling

||vi|| = 1, (vi, ṽi) = 1, (3.2)

we initialize the Lanczos vectors as follows:

v1 =
r0

||r0||
, ṽ1 =

r̃0
(v1,r̃0)

.

The (i+ 1)-th Lanczos vectors are given by

γvi+1 = Avi − Viτ ⊥ Ṽi,

γ̃ṽi+1 = A∗ṽi − Ṽiτ̃ ⊥ Vi,

where γ and γ̃ are unknown scalars, and τ and τ̃ are unknown vectors. The computation

of the (i + 1)-th Lanczos vectors requires only the i-th and the (i − 1)-th Lanczos vectors

(see [70]). These 3-term recurrences are called the bi-Lanczos relations, and are defined as

follows:

AVi = Vi+1T i = ViTi + ti+1,ivi+1e
T
i ,

A∗Ṽi = Ṽi+1T̃ i = ṼiT̃i + t̃i+1,iṽi+1e
T
i ,

(3.3)

where Ti, T̃i are i × i tridiagonal matrices, ti+1,i is the last element of the last row of

T i ∈ C(i+1)×i, and t̃i+1,i is the last element of the last row of T̃ i ∈ C(i+1)×i.

The next step is to find approximate solutions by projection. To exploit the efficiency of
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short-term recurrences in the bi-Lanczos algorithm, BiCG uses the bi-orthogonality condition

to define the projection. This leads to a Petrov-Galerkin approach. Since the columns of Vi

form a basis for Ki(A, r0), we can define ̺i in (3.1) as ̺i = Viyi, and the Petrov-Galerkin

condition then implies

ri = b−A(x0 + ̺i) = r0 −AViyi ⊥ Ṽi.

The vector yi is defined by this orthogonality condition. The solution iterate for the dual

system (A∗x̃ = b̃), x̃i, is similarly defined by x̃i = x̃0+Ṽiỹi and r̃i ⊥ Vi. Further simplifications

lead to the standard BiCG algorithm (Algorithm 3.1) [37, 83].

Next, we briefly discuss the breakdown conditions in BiCG and their solutions [46, 83].

The breakdown conditions in RBiCG are the same, and hence, similar solutions can be

applied. The first breakdown happens when at any ith step, r̃∗i ri = 0. This breakdown is

in the underlying bi-Lanczos algorithm and is referred to as the serious breakdown. There

exist look-ahead strategies [42] to avoid this breakdown. The two-term recurrence for the

solution update requires a pivotless LDU decomposition of the tridiagonal matrix Ti, which

may not always exist. This breakdown is referred to as the breakdown of the second kind,

and can be avoided by performing decomposition with 2 × 2 block diagonal elements [11].

Note that extensive experiments show that BiCG and RBiCG work well, and breakdowns

do not happen often in practice. Hence, for the purpose of this dissertation, we assume that

breakdowns do not occur.

3.2 Recycling Krylov Subspaces in BiCG

We first introduce a generalization of BiCG. Here we show that even for non-Hermitian

matrices one can build bi-orthogonal bases (for the associated two Krylov subspaces) using

a short-term recurrence. Next, we briefly revisit augmented bi-Lanczos [3]. Expanding the

search space to include a recycle space leads to an augmented bi-orthogonality condition.
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Algorithm 3.1. BiCG (adapted from [83])
1. Choose initial guesses x0 and x̃0. Compute r0 = b− Ax0 and r̃0 = b̃− A∗x̃0.
2. if (r0, r̃0) = 0 then initialize x̃0 to a random vector.
3. Set p0 = 0, p̃0 = 0, and β0 = 0. Choose the convergence tolerance (tol), and the
maximum number of iterations (itn).
4. for i = 1 . . . itn do

⋄ pi = ri−1 + βi−1pi−1.
⋄ p̃i = r̃i−1 + β̄i−1p̃i−1.
⋄ qi = Api.
⋄ q̃i = A∗p̃i.
⋄ αi = (r̃i−1, ri−1)/(p̃i, qi).
⋄ xi = xi−1 + αipi.
⋄ x̃i = x̃i−1 + ᾱip̃i.
⋄ ri = ri−1 − αiqi.
⋄ r̃i = r̃i−1 − ᾱiq̃i.
⋄ if ||ri|| ≤ tol and ||r̃i|| ≤ tol then break.
⋄ βi = (r̃i, ri)/(r̃i−1, ri−1).
5. end for.

The augmented bi-Lanczos algorithm computes bi-orthogonal bases for the two Krylov sub-

spaces such that this augmented bi-orthogonality condition is satisfied. We then show that

augmented bi-Lanczos is a special case of generalized bi-Lanczos. We formally derive the

two-term recurrence for the solution update, and also review how to compute recycle space

cheaply [3]. Finally, we provide a cost analysis of RBiCG.

The Generalized Bi-Lanczos Algorithm

There are number of ways of computing good bases for Krylov subspaces Km(B, v1) and

Km(B̃, ṽ1), where B and B̃ are n×n general matrices, and v1 and ṽ1 are any two n dimensional

vectors. Let the columns of Vm = [v1 v2 . . . vm] and Ṽm = [ṽ1 ṽ2 . . . ṽm] define one such

pair of good bases for Km(B, v1) and K
m(B̃, ṽ1), respectively. We compute these bases using

the following in-principle full recurrences:

βi+1,ivi+1 = Bvi − βiivi − βi−1,ivi−1 − . . .− β1iv1,

β̃i+1,iṽi+1 = B̃ṽi − β̃iiṽi − β̃i−1,iṽi−1 − . . .− β̃1iṽ1,
(3.4)
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where i ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , m − 1} and {βij}, {β̃ij} are scalars to be determined. We assume

that for i < m, Ki(B, v1) is not an invariant subspace of B (similarly, Ki(B̃, ṽ1) is not an

invariant subspace of B̃ for i < m). We can rewrite the first equation of (3.4) as follows:

Bvi = β1iv1 + β2iv2 + . . .+ βi−1,ivi−1 + βiivi + βi+1,ivi+1.

Combining these equations, for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , m− 1}, into matrix form we get

B[v1 v2 . . . vm−1] = [v1 v2 . . . vm−2 vm−1 vm]

















β11 β12 β13 . . . β1,m−1

β21 β22 β23 . . . β2,m−1

0 β32 β33 . . . β3,m−1

...
. . .

. . .
. . .

...

0 . . . 0 βm−1,m−2 βm−1,m−1

0 . . . 0 0 βm,m−1

















,

or

BVm−1 = VmHm−1,

where Hm−1 is m × (m − 1) upper Hessenberg matrix. This result holds for the running

index i as well. That is, for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , m− 1} we have the following general relations:

BVi = Vi+1H i,

B̃Ṽi = Ṽi+1H̃ i.
(3.5)

The scalars {βij} and {β̃ij} are determined by a choice of constraints. One option is to

enforce that the columns of Vi (and Ṽi) are orthonormal vectors (as in the Arnoldi algorithm).

Another option, as in the bi-Lanczos algorithm, is to enforce1

Vi ⊥b Ṽi, ||vi|| = 1, and (vi, ṽi) = 1,

1As mentioned in the previous section, for this dissertation we assume breakdowns do not happen. Hence
, (ṽi, vi) 6= 0.
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or

Ṽ ∗
i Vi = I and ||vi|| = 1. (3.6)

If B̃ = B∗, then (3.5) and (3.6) lead to the bi-Lanczos relations (3.3), which consist of three-

term recurrences. Our goal here is to relax the condition B̃ = B∗ and still obtain short-term

recurrences.

Theorem 3.1. Let B, B̃ ∈ C
n×n and conditions (a) – (c) hold,

(a) B − B̃∗ = F̃kC̃
∗
k − CkF

∗
k , where Ck, C̃k, Fk, F̃k ∈ Cn×k,

(b) ∀x : Bx ⊥ C̃k, ∀x̃ : B̃x̃ ⊥ Ck,

(c) v1 ⊥ C̃k, ṽ1 ⊥ Ck.

If (3.6) is used to compute the scalars in (3.5), then βij = 0 and β̃ij = 0 for j > i+ 1,

leading to the following three-term recurrences:

βi+1,ivi+1 = Bvi − βiivi − βi−1,ivi−1,

β̃i+1,iṽi+1 = B̃ṽi − β̃iiṽi − β̃i−1,iṽi−1,

for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , m− 1}.

Proof. Using (b) and (c) we can show that

C∗
k Ṽi = 0 and C̃∗

kVi = 0. (3.7)

We show C∗
k Ṽi = 0 by induction. One can similarly show that C̃∗

kVi = 0. Clearly C∗
k ṽ1 = 0

using (c). Let C∗
k ṽl = 0 for l = {1, 2, . . . , i}, and consider the case l = i + 1. From (3.4) we

know that

β̃i+1,iṽi+1 = B̃ṽi − β̃iiṽi − β̃i−1,iṽi−1 − . . .− β̃1iṽ1.

C∗
k ṽi+1 = 0 since C∗

kB̃ṽi = 0 using (b) and β̃liC
∗
k ṽl = 0 for l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , i} by the induction
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hypothesis2. This proves (3.7). Multiplying both sides of the first equation in (3.5) by Ṽ ∗
i

and using (3.6) we get

Ṽ ∗
i BVi = Hi.

Substituting (a) in the above equation leads to

Ṽ ∗
i

(

B̃∗ + F̃kC̃
∗
k − CkF

∗
k

)

Vi = Hi ⇐⇒

Ṽ ∗
i B̃

∗Vi + Ṽ ∗
i F̃kC̃

∗
kVi − Ṽ ∗

i CkF
∗
kVi = Hi.

Using (3.7) we get

Ṽ ∗
i B̃

∗Vi = Hi ⇐⇒

(B̃Ṽi)
∗Vi = Hi.

Finally, using the second equation of (3.5) and (3.6) in the above equation gives

H̃∗
i = Hi.

This implies both Hi and H̃i are tridiagonal matrices, and hence βij = 0 and β̃ij = 0 for

j > i+ 1.

Augmented Bi-Lanczos and Solution Update

In RBiCG, we use the matrix U to define the primary system recycle space, and compute

C = A(j+1)U , where U is derived from an approximate right invariant subspace of A(j) and

j denotes the index of the linear system in the sequence of linear systems. Similarly, we use

the matrix Ũ to define the dual system recycle space, and compute C̃ = A(j+1)∗Ũ , where

Ũ is derived from an approximate left invariant subspace of A(j). U and Ũ are computed

such that C and C̃ are bi-orthogonal (see below for the motivation). The number of vectors

2We need β̃i+1,i 6= 0. This is ensured by our earlier assumption that Ki(B̃, ṽ1) is not an invariant subspace

of B̃ for i < m.
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selected for recycling is denoted by k, and hence, U , Ũ , C, and C̃ ∈ Cn×k. Since we recycle

spaces U and Ũ , the bi-Lanczos algorithm can be modified to compute the columns of Vi

and Ṽi such that either

[U Vi] ⊥b

[

Ũ Ṽi

]

(3.8)

or

[C Vi] ⊥b

[

C̃ Ṽi

]

. (3.9)

We chose to implement the bi-orthogonality relation given by (3.9), because this leads to

simpler algebra and hence a more efficient algorithm. It also has the advantage that the

RBiCG algorithm has a form similar to the standard BiCG algorithm. C ⊥b C̃ is easy to

implement when computing the recycle space (discussed later in this section). As in the

BiCG algorithm, we let Vi = [v1 v2 . . . vi] and Ṽi = [ṽ1 ṽ2 . . . ṽi]. Using the scaling (3.2),

we initialize Lanczos vectors as

v1 =

(

I − CD−1
c C̃∗

)

r0
∣
∣
∣

∣
∣
∣

(

I − CD−1
c C̃∗

)

r0

∣
∣
∣

∣
∣
∣

, ṽ1 =

(

I − C̃D−1
c C∗

)

r̃0
(

v1,
(

I − C̃D−1
c C∗

)

r̃0

) . (3.10)

Here Dc = C̃∗C is a diagonal matrix (implied by C ⊥b C̃). In computing the recycle space,

we enforce Dc to have positive, real coefficients. The (i+ 1)-th Lanczos vectors are given by

γvi+1 = Avi − Viτ − Cρ ⊥
[

C̃ Ṽi

]

,

γ̃ṽi+1 = A∗ṽi − Ṽiτ̃ − C̃ρ̃ ⊥ [C Vi] ,
(3.11)

where γ, γ̃, τ , τ̃ , ρ, and ρ̃ are to be determined. The computation of the (i+ 1)-th Lanczos

vector for the primary system now requires the i-th and (i − 1)-th Lanczos vectors and

C (see [3]). This gives a (3 + k)-term recurrence, where k is the number of columns of

C. Similarly, we get a (3 + k)-term recurrence for computing the Lanczos vectors for the

dual system. We refer to this pair of (3 + k)-term recurrences as the augmented bi-Lanczos
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relations, and they are given by

(I − CĈ∗)AVi = Vi+1T i,

(I − C̃Č∗)A∗Ṽi = Ṽi+1T̃ i,
(3.12)

where

Ĉ =
[

c̃1
c∗1 c̃1

c̃2
c∗2 c̃2
· · · c̃k

c∗
k
c̃k

]

= C̃D−1
c ,

Č =
[

c1
c̃∗1c1

c2
c̃∗2c2
· · · ck

c̃∗
k
ck

]

= CD−1
c .

(3.13)

Lemma 3.1. Given the above setup,

(a)



C̃∗

Ṽ ∗
i



 [C Vi+1] =




Ik×k 0 0

0 Ii×i 0



 .

(b)

A [U Vi] = [C Vi+1]




I Ĉ∗AVi

0 T i



 .

(c)

r0 = [C Vi+1]




Ĉ∗r0

ζe1



 , where ζ = ||(I − CĈ∗)r0||.

Proof. Part (a) follows directly from (3.9). Using AU = C and (3.12) proves (b). For (c)

rewrite r0 = CĈ∗r0 +
(

I − CĈ∗
)

r0. Now use the fact that v1 is the first column of Vi+1 (as

defined earlier in this section) and (3.10).

Theorem 3.2. Let v1 = η(I − CD−1
c C̃∗)r0, ṽ1 = η̃(I − C̃D−1

c C∗)r̃0, B = (I − CD−1
c C̃∗)A,

and B̃ = (I − C̃D−1
c C∗)A∗ where η, η̃ are scalars and C, C̃ ∈ Cn×k s.t. Dc = C̃∗C is a

diagonal matrix with positive, real coefficients. If (3.6) is used to compute the scalars in
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(3.5), then βij = 0 and β̃ij = 0 for j > i+ 1, leading to the following short-term recurrences:

βi+1,ivi+1 = Bvi − βiivi − βi−1,ivi−1,

β̃i+1,iṽi+1 = B̃ṽi − β̃iiṽi − β̃i−1,iṽi−1,

for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , m− 1}.

Proof. We show that conditions (a) – (c) of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. This demonstrates

that augmented bi-Lanczos is a special case of generalized bi-Lanczos. We have B, B̃ ∈ Cn×n

such that

B − B̃∗ = A− CD−1
c C̃∗A−A + ACD−1

c C̃∗

= (ACD−1
c ) C̃∗ − C

(

A∗C̃D−1
c

)∗

.

Defining F = A∗C̃D−1
c and F̃ = ACD−1

c we get

B − B̃∗ = F̃ C̃∗ − CF ∗ where C, C̃, F, F̃ ∈ C
n×k.

Hence (a) is satisfied. For any x̃ consider the following:

C∗B̃x̃ = C∗(I − C̃D−1
c C∗)A∗x̃

= (C∗ −DcD
−1
c C∗)A∗x̃ = 0.

Similarly, for any x consider the following:

C̃∗Bx = C̃∗(I − CD−1
c C̃∗)Ax

= (C̃∗ −DcD
−1
c C̃∗)Ax = 0.

Hence (b) is satisfied. Similarly, for v1 and ṽ1 chosen in the theorem C̃∗v1 = 0 and C∗ṽ1 = 0.

Hence, (c) is satisfied.

Next, we derive the solution update for RBiCG. We focus on the primary system here. The
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derivations for the dual system are analogous. We replace the i-th solution iterates of the

standard BiCG algorithm by

xi = x0 + Uzi + Viyi, x̃i = x̃0 + Ũ z̃i + Ṽiỹi, (3.14)

in the RBiCG algorithm. With recycling, the bi-orthogonality condition (3.9) defines the

Petrov-Galerkin condition,

ri = r0 −AUzi −AViyi ⊥
[

C̃ Ṽi

]

, r̃i = r̃0 − A∗Ũ z̃i −A∗Ṽiỹi ⊥ [C Vi] . (3.15)

The computation of zi and yi can be implemented more efficiently than (3.15) suggests.

Using Lemma 3.1 and (3.15), we get




Ĉ∗r0

ζe1



−




I Ĉ∗AVi

0 Ti








zi

yi



 = 0.

Here Ti is an i × i tridiagonal matrix obtained by removing the last row of T i. Solving for

yi and zi from this and substituting in (3.14) leads to the following solution update:

xi = x0 + UĈ∗r0 + (I − UĈ∗A)Viyi,

where yi is obtained from solving Tiyi = ζe1. All computations here are done with matrix-

vector products and UĈ∗A is not computed explicitly.

We introduce a slight change of notation to make future derivations simpler. Let x−1, x̃−1 be

the initial guesses and r−1 = b− Ax−1, r̃−1 = b̃− A∗x̃−1 the corresponding initial residuals.

We define

x0 = x−1 + UĈ∗r−1, r0 = (I − CĈ∗)r−1,

x̃0 = x̃−1 + ŨČ∗r̃−1, r̃0 = (I − C̃Č∗)r̃−1,
(3.16)
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and follow this convention for x0, x̃0, r0, and r̃0 for the rest of the chapter. Let

Ti = LiDiRi,

Gi = (I − UĈ∗A)ViR
−1
i ,

ϕi = ζD−1
i L−1

i e1.

As in the standard BiCG algorithm, an LDU decomposition (without pivoting) of Ti might

not always exist. We can avoid this breakdown in the same way as done for BiCG (see

Section 3.1). The two-term recurrence for the solution update of the primary system is now

given by

xi = xi−1 + ϕi,iGiei for i ≥ 1,

where ϕi,i is the last entry of the vector ϕi and x0 is given by (3.16). Note that we never

compute any explicit matrix inverse. The matrices under consideration, Di, Li, and Ri, are

diagonal, lower triangular, and upper triangular respectively. This two-term recurrence can

be simplified such that Ti is not needed explicitly. For further simplifications, we follow steps

similar to the ones used in the derivation of BiCG [51]. Algorithm 3.2 outlines RBiCG that

includes the recycle space into the search space. The algorithmic improvements to make the

code faster are not shown here. For a detailed algebraic derivation and more improvements

see [3].

Computing a Recycle Space

We need Lanczos vectors (vi and ṽi) and tridiagonal matrices (Ti and T̃i) explicitly to build

the recycle space. As for the initial Lanczos vectors in (3.10), we use the scaling (3.2) to

compute the subsequent Lanczos vectors

vi =
ri−1

||ri−1||
, ṽi =

r̃i−1

(vi, r̃i−1)
.
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Algorithm 3.2. RBiCG
1. Given U and Ũ compute Č and Ĉ using (3.13). If U and Ũ are not available, then
initialize U , Ũ , Č, and Ĉ to empty matrices.
2. Choose x−1, x̃−1 and compute x0, x̃0, r0, and r̃0 using (3.16).
3. if (r0, r̃0) = 0 then initialize x̃−1 to a random vector.
4. Set p0 = 0, p̃0 = 0, and β0 = 0. Choose the convergence tolerance (tol), and the
maximum number of iterations (itn).
5. for i = 1 . . . itn do

⋄ pi = ri−1 + βi−1pi−1.
⋄ p̃i = r̃i−1 + β̄i−1p̃i−1.
⋄ qi = (I − UĈ∗A)pi.
⋄ q̃i = (I − ŨČ∗A∗)p̃i.
⋄ αi = (r̃i−1, ri−1)/(p̃i, Aqi).
⋄ xi = xi−1 + αiqi.
⋄ x̃i = x̃i−1 + ᾱiq̃i.
⋄ ri = ri−1 − αiAqi.
⋄ r̃i = r̃i−1 − ᾱiA

∗q̃i.
⋄ if ||ri|| ≤ tol and ||r̃i|| ≤ tol then break.
⋄ βi = (r̃i, ri)/(r̃i−1, ri−1).
6. end for.

Ti can be computed using residual’s and scalar’s of RBiCG iteration as follows [3, 1]:

Ti =














1
α1

− ||r0||
||r1||
· β1

α1

− ||r1||
||r0||
· 1
α1

1
α2

+ β1

α1
− ||r1||

||r2||
· β2

α2

· · ·
. . . − ||ri−2||

||ri−1||
· βi−1

αi−1

− ||ri−1||
||ri−2||

· 1
αi−1

1
αi

+ βi−1

αi−1














.

Using (3.2) and (3.12), one can show T̃i = T ∗
i .

Instead of using all the Lanczos vectors to update the recycle space, we update the recycle

space periodically. This strategy keeps the memory requirements modest [85]. The iteration

process between two updates of the recycle space is referred to as a “cycle”. The length of

the cycle, s, refers to the number of iterations between updates. From here on, let Vj and
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Ṽj contain the Lanczos vectors generated during the jth cycle,

Vj =
[
v(j−1)s+1 . . . vjs

]
, Ṽj =

[
ṽ(j−1)s+1 . . . ṽjs

]
.

Also, let

Υj =
[
v(j−1)s Vj vjs+1

]
, Υ̃j =

[

ṽ(j−1)s Ṽj ṽjs+1

]

,

where v(j−1)s and ṽ(j−1)s are the last Lanzos vectors from the previous cycle, and vjs+1 and

ṽjs+1 are the first Lanzos vectors from the next cycle. The augmented bi-Lanczos relations

for the jth cycle are now given by

(I − CĈ∗)AVj = ΥjΓj,

(I − C̃Č∗)A∗Ṽj = Υ̃j Γ̃j,
(3.17)

where Γj, Γ̃j ∈ C(s+2)×s are Tj, T̃j, respectively, with an extra row at the top (corresponding

to v(j−1)s and ṽ(j−1)s) and at the bottom (corresponding to vjs+1 and ṽjs+1).

The discussion in this paragraph concerns only the primary system. However, an analogous

discussion applies to the dual system. Let U define the recycle space available from the

previous linear system and Uj−1 the recycle space generated at the end of cycle (j − 1) for

the current linear system. We want to obtain an improved Uj from Vj , Uj−1, and U . It is

important to note that Uj is not used for solving the current linear system. At the end of

solving the current linear system the final Uj will be U for the next linear system. There are

many options for selecting Uj , all of which have similar performance and formulation [85].

For simplicity, we build Uj from range([Uj−1 Vj]).

Based on the choices discussed in the previous two paragraphs, we first define few matrices

and then develop the generalized eigenvalue problem whose solution gives the invariant
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subspace. Let

Φj = [Uj−1 Vj] , Ψj = [C Cj−1 Υj ] , Hj =








0 Bj

I 0

0 Γj







,

Φ̃j =
[

Ũj−1 Ṽj

]

, Ψ̃j =
[

C̃ C̃j−1 Υ̃j

]

, H̃j =








0 B̃j

I 0

0 Γ̃j







,

where Cj−1 = AUj−1, Bj = Ĉ∗AVj, C̃j−1 = A∗Ũj−1, and B̃j = Č∗A∗Ṽj. Then, augmented

bi-Lanczos relations (3.17) lead to

AΦj = ΨjHj,

A∗Φ̃j = Ψ̃jH̃j .
(3.18)

In GCRO-DR [66] and RMINRES [85], approximate invariant subspace has been successfully

used as recycle space. It has also been demonstrated that using the approximate invariant

subspace corresponding to small eigenvalues (in absolute value) is effective [63, 66, 85]. For

RBiCG we follow the same strategy. We use harmonic Ritz vectors [75], with respect to the

current Krylov subspace, to approximate invariant subspace cheaply.

In RMINRES [85], harmonic Ritz pairs of A with respect to the subspace range(AΦj) have

been successfully used to build the recycle space. Since here we work in a Petrov-Galerkin

framework, using harmonic Ritz pairs with respect to the subspace range(A∗Φ̃j) is more

intuitive, as also suggested in [12]. This leads to simpler algebra and cheaper computations

later. Let (λ, u) denote an harmonic Ritz pair of A. Then, we derive λ and u ∈ range(Φj)

from the condition

(Au− λu) ⊥ range
(

A∗Φ̃j

)

. (3.19)

Using u = Φjw and substituting (3.18) in (3.19) gives the following generalized eigenvalue
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problem:

H̃∗
j Ψ̃

∗
jΨjHjw = λH̃∗

j Ψ̃
∗
jΦjw. (3.20)

Hence, we have Uj = ΦjWj , where columns of Wj are the k right eigenvectors corresponding

to the eigenvalues closet to the origin. Similarly, Ũj = Φ̃jW̃j , where columns of W̃j are the

corresponding k left eigenvectors (for an analogous derivation of the dual system recycle

space see [3]). The first pair of systems in our sequence of dual linear systems require special

attention since there is no recycle space available at the start. We refer the reader to [3] for

this small variation.

To implement the bi-orthogonality relation (3.9), we need C ⊥b C̃. We also need Dc = C̃∗C

nonsingular in (3.13). We enforce these properties at the end of each cycle as follows. After

solving the generalized eigenvalue problem (3.20), initially we choose Uj = ΦjWj , Ũj = Φ̃jW̃j

and Cj = AUj , C̃j = A∗Ũj . We compute the singular value decomposition (SVD)

C̃∗
jCj = MjΣjN

∗
j , (3.21)

such that σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . . ≥ σk ≥ 0. Given some tolerance tol > 0, we pick p such that σp ≥

tol > σp+1 (with p = k possible), and redefine Mj = [m1, . . . , mp] , Nj = [n1, . . . , np] where

mi, ni are left and right singular vectors corresponding to σi. Next, we redefine

Uj = ΦjWjNj = [Uj−1 Vj]WjNj, Ũj = Φ̃jW̃jMj = [Ũj−1 Ṽj]W̃jMj ,

Cj = AUj = A[Uj−1 Vj]WjNj , C̃j = A∗Ũj = A∗[Ũj−1 Ṽj]W̃jMj .
(3.22)

It follows from this construction that C̃∗
jCj is diagonal and nonsingular3.

3Theoretically, all singular values can be zero leading to no recycle space.
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Cost Analysis

In this section, we describe the extra work done because of recycling in RBiCG. We have

split the cost in three parts and only report the terms with O(n) cost. The other terms

have cost proportional to combinations of s and k, both of which are much smaller than n.

First, the extra cost at every iterative step is (8kn+ 2n) flops. This cost is related to extra

orthogonalizations because of using the recycle space.

Second, we look at the cost at the end of each cycle. This cost is related to computing the

recycle space. Here, computing the matrices Ψ̃∗
jΨj and Ψ̃∗

jΦj in (3.20) is one of the most

expensive part. These matrices can be constructed efficiently as follows:

Ψ̃∗
jΨj =








C̃∗

C̃∗
j−1

Υ̃∗
j








[

C Cj−1 Υj

]

=








Dc C̃∗Cj−1 0

C̃∗
j−1C Σj−1 C̃∗

j−1Υj

0 Υ̃∗
jCj−1 I







,

Ψ̃∗
jΦj =








C̃∗

C̃∗
j−1

Υ̃∗
j








[

Uj−1 Vj

]

=








C̃∗Uj−1 0

C̃∗
j−1Uj−1 C̃∗

j−1Vj

Υ̃∗
jUj−1 I







,

where I is the s× s identity matrix with an extra row of zeros at the top and at the bottom.

Note that Dc and Σj−1 are easily available. Remaining blocks of both Ψ̃∗
jΨj and Ψ̃∗

jΦj can

be simplified further using recurrences. We present the final expressions and cost in Table

3.1. Therefore, the extra cost at the end of each cycle is (14k2n + 6kns+ 16kn+ 4n) flops.

Third and last, the extra cost once per linear system is (10k2n+ 28kn+ 14n) flops. This

cost is related to the initial projection. Note that s and k are much smaller than n. For

recycling to be beneficial, the savings in iterations should be high. In the next three sections,

we show up to 70% savings in iteration count. We also show that solving a model reduction

problem without recycling takes about 50% more time than with recycling.
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Initial Block Simplified Block [3] Cost (flops)

C̃∗Cj−1

[

C̃∗Cj−2 DcBj−1

]

Wj−1Nj−1 2k3 + 2k2s+ ks

C̃∗

j−1C
M∗

j−1W̃
∗

j−1






C̃∗

j−2C

B̃∗

j−1Dc




 2k3 + 2k2s+ ks

C̃∗

j−1Υj
M∗

j−1W̃
∗

j−1






0

Γ̃∗

j−1Υ̃
∗

j−1Υj




 2s3 + 2k2s + 2ks2 + 4k2 + 4s2 +

4ks+ 8s

Υ̃∗

jCj−1

[

0 Υ̃∗

jΥj−1Γj−1

]

Wj−1Nj−1
2s3 + 2k2s + 2ks2 + 4k2 + 4s2 +
4ks+ 8s

C̃∗Uj−1

[

C̃∗Uj−2 0

]

Wj−1Nj−1 2k3 + 2k2s

C̃∗

j−1Uj−1
M∗

j−1W̃
∗

j−1






C̃∗

j−2Uj−2 C̃∗

j−2Vj−1

Ṽ ∗

j−1Cj−2 T̃j−1




Wj−1Nj−1 4k3 + 2s3 + 6k2s+ 2ks2 + 4s2

C̃∗

j−1Vj Subset of C̃∗

j−1Υj –

Υ̃∗

jUj−1 – 2kns+ 2kn

Table 3.1: Simplification and cost of blocks of Ψ̃∗
jΨj and Ψ̃∗

jΦj . For the first block, we describe

the advantage of writing in the above form. Computing C̃∗Cj−1 by direct multiplication has
a O(n) cost, which is expensive. The simplified term in the second column also has C̃∗Cj−2,
however, this is available from the previous cycle. Dc is a diagonal matrix independent of
the cycle, and Bj−1 is computed during the iterations. Finally, the matrix-matrix product
[

C̃∗Cj−2 DcBj−1

]

Wj−1Nj−1 does not involve any O(n) operation.
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3.3 RBiCG for a Convection-Diffusion Example

We test RBiCG on the linear system obtained by finite difference discretization of the partial

differential equation [82]

−(Aϑx)x − (Aϑy)y + B(x, y)ϑx = F ,

with A as shown in Figure 3.1 (a), B(x, y) = 2e2(x
2+y2), and F = 0 everywhere except in a

small square in the center where F = 100 (see Figure 3.1 (a)). The domain is (0, 1)× (0, 1)

with Dirichlet boundary conditions

ϑ(0, y) = ϑ(1, y) = ϑ(x, 0) = 1,

ϑ(x, 1) = 0.

We test our method on this convection-diffusion problem because of the following three

reasons. First, this model problem provides well-understood test cases that are easy to

analyze further. Second, convection-diffusion problems are ubiquitous. Few examples that

lead to a convection-diffusion problem are as follows: a fixed-point linearization of the Navier-

Stokes equations (Oseen’s problem); heat flow in a medium with transport; chemicals in air

flow that diffuse, react, and are transported etc. Third, any such common physical problem

would lead to a potential model reduction problem.

We use the second order central difference scheme for discretization with mesh width h =

1/64. This leads to a nonsymmetric linear system of 3969 unknowns. The convergence is

same for a problem that is four times larger. For the sake of further analysis, we give results

for this smaller system size. The primary system right-hand side comes from the PDE. We

take vector of all zeros as the dual system right-hand side [83]. Note that the primary system

is the only one we are concerned about here.

The dual linear systems are solved four times with RBiCG. The recycle space generated
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during the first run is used for solving the same dual systems a second time. The recycle

space is further improved during the second run and used in solving the dual systems a

third time, and so on. This is the “ideal” case for recycling; it excludes the effects of right-

hand sides having slightly different eigenvector decompositions [66]. For this experiment

we take s = 40 and k = 10. These are chosen based on experience with other recycling

algorithms [66, 85]. The relative tolerance for RBiCG is taken as 10−8. Initial guess is a

vector of all ones. The linear systems are split-preconditioned by a Crout version of the ILUT

preconditioner with a drop tolerance of 0.05 [70]. The generated recycle space pertains to

the preconditioned linear systems.

Figure 3.1 (b) shows the benefit of using RBiCG for solving the primary system multiple

times. For the second run, the savings in iterations is around 35%. The convergence gets

better with each run. Next, we present a brief analysis of the generated recycle space. In

Table 3.2 we give the cosines of principal angles between the recycle space and the invariant

subspace spanned by eight eigenvectors associated with the eigenvalues of smallest magni-

tude. As for the recycle space, the invariant subspace is computed for the preconditioned

operator. For the primary system, we use the invariant subspace spanned by right eigenvec-

tors. For the dual system, we use the invariant subspace spanned by left eigenvectors. We

want the angles to tend to zero, and so the cosines should tend to one. The table shows

that with more runs, we accurately approximate larger subspace of the invariant subspace.

The primary system recycle space captures three, six, and seven right eigenvectors during

Runs 1, 2, and 3 respectively. The dual system recycle space captures four, five, and six left

eigenvectors during Runs 1, 2, and 3 respectively. Therefore, we see faster convergence for

every new run.
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(a) Coefficients for the PDE.
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(b) Using RBiCG to solve the primary system
multiple times. The length of the cycle is 40, the
number of vectors selected for recycling are 10,
and the preconditioner drop tolerance is 0.05.

Figure 3.1: Using RBiCG for a convection-diffusion type PDE.

Primary System Dual System

Start of Start of Start of Start of Start of Start of

Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4

1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

0.9896 1.0000 1.0000 0.9950 1.0000 1.0000

0.3832 1.0000 1.0000 0.9884 1.0000 1.0000

0.1452 0.9983 1.0000 0.7864 0.9844 1.0000

0.0988 0.9437 0.9970 0.6070 0.9206 0.8141

0.0300 0.1869 0.9567 0.4749 0.4118 0.4721

Table 3.2: Analysis of the recycle space for the convection-diffusion type PDE. The columns
list the cosine of principal angles between the recycle space and the invariant subspace
spanned by eight eigenvectors associated with the eigenvalues of smallest magnitude. For
the primary system, we use the invariant subspace spanned by right eigenvectors. For the
dual system, we use the invariant subspace spanned by left eigenvectors. The convergence
curves, corresponding to different run’s of the primary system, are shown in Figure 3.1 (b).
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3.4 RBiCG for Model Reduction

In Section 2.1 we discussed the advantages of using BiCG in solving linear systems arising

in IRKA. We also briefly presented motivation of using RBiCG. This discussion further

supports usage of RBiCG for IRKA. RBiCG not only naturally results from the need for

solving dual systems and obvious recycling framework in IRKA, but also provides a backward

error framework. We summarize this observations in the next result, which is a corollary to

Theorem 4.1 in [15].

Corollary 3.1. let G̃r(s) be obtained by IRKA where linear systems are solved using RBiCG.

Then, G̃r(s) satisfies the necessary conditions forH2 optimality for a near-by full-order model

G̃(s) = cT (sE − (A+ F2r))
−1b where F2r is the rank-2r matrix defined in (2.7).

Proof. Since RBiCG is still performed in a Petrov-Galerkin framework, follow same steps as

in the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [15].

Next we present different strategies of using RBiCG with-in IRKA. After that we present

numerical results, including problem and implementation details; recycle space analysis; and

iteration count and time comparisons.

IRKA using RBiCG

IRKA usually converges rather fast [49]. Hence, after one or a few initial steps, the interpo-

lations points from one step of IRKA to the next one do not change substantially. Moreover,

for many cases, the change of the (appropriately ordered) {σi} from one column of Vr (and

Wr) to the next is also modest. Hence, recycling is typically appropriate for IRKA.

For the special case of E = I in (2.1), alternative solution approaches might be advantageous,

as one can solve the linear systems for multiple shifts at once [40, 44, 55, 81]. Combining

these strategies with a Petrov-Galerkin framework does not seem complicated. Effective
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strategies for Krylov subspace recycling for solving systems of the type, (σiI −A)vi = b, for

multiple shifts at once, as well as for multiple right hand sides, was discussed in [57]. For

most model reduction applications, however, E 6= I.

There are three basic ways of recycling Krylov subspaces in IRKA. We now describe the first

strategy. Let at step m of IRKA (iteration m of the while loop in Algorithm 2.1), we have

the shifts σ
(m)
i , for i = 1, . . . , r, with

V
(m)
r = [(σ

(m)
1 E −A)−1b, . . . , (σ

(m)
r E − A)−1b],

W
(m)
r = [(σ

(m)
1 E −A)−∗c, . . . , (σ

(m)
r E − A)−∗c].

(3.23)

Let at step m+ 1 of IRKA, we have the shifts σ
(m+1)
i , for i = 1, . . . , r, with

V
(m+1)
r = [(σ

(m+1)
1 E −A)−1b, . . . , (σ

(m+1)
r E −A)−1b],

W
(m+1)
r = [(σ

(m+1)
1 E − A)−∗c, . . . , (σ

(m+1)
r E − A)−∗c].

One can recycle Krylov subspaces from the ith column of V
(m)
r and W

(m)
r to the ith column

of V
(m+1)
r and W

(m+1)
r . That is, from solving the pair of linear systems

(σ
(m)
i E − A)v

(m)
i = b, (σ

(m)
i E −A)∗w

(m)
i = c,

to solving the pair of linear systems

(σ
(m+1)
i E − A)v

(m+1)
i = b, (σ

(m+1)
i E − A)∗w

(m+1)
i = c,

where i = 1, 2, . . . , r. This kind of recycling strategy is always useful since change in a

particular shift from one IRKA step to the next is small.

Second, one can recycle selected Krylov subspaces across the columns of the matrices Vr

and Wr. Third, the first two recycling strategies can be combined as well. We describe

one such combination. Consider solving the system (σ
(m+1)
i E − A)v

(m+1)
i = b and its dual
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system. From a set of previously generated recycle spaces (distinguished by their shifts),

one can pick the recycle space for which the relative change in σ is the least and less than

a relative tolerance. This would ensure that the system that generated the recycle space is

close to the current one. A natural pool to pick the σ defining the recycle space would be

σ
(m)
1 , . . . , σ

(m)
r , σ

(m+1)
1 , . . . , σ

(m+1)
i−1 . The second and third recycling strategies are useful when

the shifts at an IRKA step are clustered.

For experiments of this paper, r is very small and so the shifts at any particular IRKA step

are spread far apart. Hence, we follow the first strategy. That is, for every shift, we recycle

Krylov subspaces from one IRKA step to the next. In general, the linear systems corre-

sponding to the relatively large shifts converge very fast, and so recycling Krylov subspaces

is not useful for them. Therefore, we carry out recycling only for selected, small shifts.

Analysis and Results

Our test dynamical system is a semi-discretized heat transfer problem for determining the

optimal cooling of steel profiles [67, 16, 72]. We call this the rail model [67]. The rail model

is available as a multiple-input/multiple-output (MIMO) system. Since we work with a

SISO system, we pick b and c of (2.1) as the second column of the input matrix and as the

transposed sixth row of the output matrix, respectively. These are our primary and dual

linear system right-hand sides. The rail model is available in four sizes: 1357, 5177, 20209,

and 79841, corresponding to the different mesh sizes in the discretization.

We say that IRKA has converged to the ideal shifts when the relative change in shifts is less

than a certain tolerance. For these experiments, we set 10−6 as the relative tolerance. For the

rail models, A and E of (2.1) are symmetric negative definite and symmetric positive definite

(SPD), respectively. Since our shifts are real and positive at every IRKA step, the matrices

for our linear systems, (σ
(m)
i E − A), stay SPD at all times. Using RBiCG is advantageous

here (i.e., even for SPD systems) because of the backward error result discussed in Section

2.1.
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We do two sets of experiments on the rail models. The main difference between these two

sets of experiments is r, the size to which we reduce the models. Reducing to different r’s

allows for a broader spectrum of test cases. For RBiCG, computing a recycle space is the

most expensive part. It has been shown that a Krylov subspace generated by one system

can be useful for multiple consecutive systems [66, 57]. Hence, we also vary the frequency of

computing a recycle space between the two sets of experiments.

We implement the first recycling strategy from the previous section (for a few selected shifts).

As for the convection-diffusion example, the recycling parameters s and k are chosen based

on experience with other recycling algorithms [66, 85]. Based on the definition of s, if a

pair of systems converges in iterations less than s, then no recycle space is generated while

solving this pair. Hence, for the next pair of systems in the sequence, we use the recycle

space from the last pair for which the recycle space was generated.

The relative convergence tolerance for the iterative solvers (BiCG and RBiCG) and the tol-

erance for constructing nonsingular C̃∗
jCj in (3.13) are all taken as 10−6. The linear systems

are split-preconditioned by an incomplete LU preconditioner with threshold and pivoting

(ILUTP) [70]. We choose different drop tolerances for different sizes to avoid working with

a very ill-conditioned matrix. The generated recycle space pertains to the preconditioned

linear systems. Initial guess of the preconditioned system is the solution vector from the

contiguously previous preconditioned system in the sequence. This helps in convergence be-

cause the change from a pair of systems in the sequence to the next is small. For the first

IRKA step, when there are no previously solved systems, we take a vector of all zeros as the

initial guess. In many cases, the initial guess is picked based on the knowledge of the system

so as to avoid orthogonal initial residuals (Algorithm 3.1 Step 2; Algorithm 3.2 Step 3).

For the first set of experiments, we reduce the models to r = 6 and use the following initial

shifts: 1.00× 10−5, 1.38× 10−4, 1.91× 10−3, 2.63× 10−2, 3.63× 10−1, and 5.01. We compute

the recycle space at every IRKA step. The results are given in Figures 3.2 – 3.5. These

results are for the primary systems (columns of Vr) at a particular IRKA step: that is, for
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a specific value of m in (3.23), which is mentioned in the figure captions. Similar graphs

exist for other IRKA steps. To avoid repetition, we do not present the graphs for the the

dual systems (columns of Wr), which are similar. We implement recycling for the smallest

two shifts. Hence, each figure has two solid curves, which correspond to systems solved

without recycling, and two dashed–dotted curves, which correspond to systems solved with

recycling. As discussed in the previous section, the remaining four (larger) shifts converge

fast, so recycling Krylov subspaces is not useful for them. It is evident that systems that

use a recycle space converge in much fewer iterations compared to systems that do not use

recycling. The savings in iterations are as high as 70% per system.

Next, we analyze the recycle space generated during the first two IRKA steps for the order

5177 rail model corresponding to the smallest shift. In Table 3.3, we give the cosines of

principal angles between the recycle space and the invariant subspace spanned by eight

eigenvectors associated with the eigenvalues of smallest magnitude. As for the recycle space,

the invariant subspace is computed for the preconditioned operator. For the primary system,

we use the invariant subspace spanned by right eigenvectors. For the dual system, we use

the invariant subspace spanned by left eigenvectors. We want the angles to tend to zero,

and so the cosines should tend to one. Consider the results for the primary system. At the

first IRKA step and end of the first cycle, we see that the recycle space captures four of the

eight eigenvectors. The recycle space gets more accurate at the end of the second cycle and

captures seven eigenvectors. During the second IRKA step, we have a new shift, and so the

matrix changes. Therefore, at the start of the first cycle, we see a slight deterioration of the

recycle space (almost negligible). This recycle space leads to the dashed curve in Figure 3.3.

By the end of the first cycle (at this second IRKA step), all eight eigenvectors are captured.

The results for the dual system recycle space are similar.

For the second set of experiments, we reduce the models to r = 3 and use the initial shifts

as follows: 1.00 × 10−5, 7.08 × 10−3, and 5.01. We compute the recycle space at every fifth

IRKA step. The results are given in Table 3.4. We implement recycling for the smallest shift

only. The linear systems corresponding to the two (larger) shifts converge fast, so recycling
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Figure 3.2: Convergence curves of ILU preconditioned RBiCG at the 3rd IRKA step for the
1357 × 1357 rail model. The length of the cycle is 40, the number of vectors selected for
recycling are 10, and the preconditioner drop tolerance is 0.1.

Krylov subspaces is not useful for them. Total iteration count refers to the sum of iteration

counts for solving linear systems over all shifts and all IRKA steps. Total time is the time

in seconds required by IRKA to converge to the ideal shifts. This time includes the time for

all IRKA computations as well as all linear solves (BiCG or RBiCG, as the case may be).

We show that solving the problem without recycling takes about 50% more time than with

recycling.

3.5 RBiCG for VMC

In Section 2.2 we presented the result from [79] that shows the advantage of using BiCG

in solving dual linear systems arising in the VMC algorithm. That is, in exact arithmetic

we can show that solving dual linear systems using BiCG provides a quadratic error bound.

Since the VMC algorithm requires solving sequences of such systems, RBiCG can be used

to reduce the total runtime further. Note that the same advantage holds when RBiCG is

used. The next corollary (to Theorem 2.3) summarizes this result.
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Figure 3.3: Convergence curves of ILU preconditioned RBiCG at the 2nd IRKA step for the
5177 × 5177 rail model. The length of the cycle is 50, the number of vectors selected for
recycling are 10, and the preconditioner drop tolerance is 0.05.

Primary System Dual System

IRKA Step 1 IRKA Step 2 IRKA Step 1 IRKA Step 2

σ1 = 1.000× 10−5 σ1 = 1.834× 10−5 σ1 = 1.000× 10−5 σ1 = 1.834× 10−5

End of End of Start of End of End of End of Start of End of

Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 1 Cycle 1 Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 1 Cycle 1

1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9997 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

0.9987 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9765 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

0.9321 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.4936 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

0.2257 1.0000 0.9998 0.9999 0.0844 0.9995 0.9997 0.9998

0.0260 0.9997 0.9996 0.9997 0.0231 0.9945 0.9945 0.9989

0.0072 0.7813 0.7799 0.9932 0.0068 0.3439 0.3423 0.9876

Table 3.3: Analysis of the recycle space for the 5177× 5177 rail model and the sequence of
linear systems corresponding to the smallest shift, σ1. The columns list the cosine of principal
angles between the recycle space and the invariant subspace spanned by eight eigenvectors
associated with the eigenvalues of smallest magnitude. For the primary system, we use the
invariant subspace spanned by right eigenvectors. For the dual system, we use the invariant
subspace spanned by left eigenvectors. The recycle space that we use in computing the third
column (Primary System; IRKA Step 2; Start of Cycle 1) is the same space that leads to
the dashed convergence curve in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.4: Convergence curves of ILU preconditioned RBiCG at the 2nd IRKA step for the
20209× 20209 rail model. The length of the cycle is 40, the number of vectors selected for
recycling are 20, and the preconditioner drop tolerance is 0.01.
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Figure 3.5: Convergence curves of ILU preconditioned RBiCG at the 3rd IRKA step for the
79841× 79841 rail model. The length of the cycle is 50, the number of vectors selected for
recycling are 20, and the preconditioner drop tolerance is 0.005.
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Size s k Drop IRKA
Total iteration count Total time (s)

tol steps BiCG RBiCG Ratio BiCG RBiCG Ratio

20209 40 20 0.01 31 3032 1434 2.11 73.82 54.28 1.36

79841 50 20 0.005 44 6324 2547 2.48 742.83 505.09 1.47

Table 3.4: Results for the second set of experiments. s is the length of cycle, k is the number
of vectors selected for recycling, and drop tol is the ILUTP preconditioner drop tolerance.
IRKA steps is the total number of IRKA steps needed to converge to the ideal shifts with
a relative tolerance of 10−6. The total iteration count is sum of iteration count for solving
the three dual linear systems (corresponding to the three shifts) over all IRKA steps. The
ratio is computed as the BiCG iteration count divided by RBiCG iteration count. The total
time is reported in seconds, and is the time taken for IRKA to converge to the ideal shifts.
This time includes the calls to linear solver, BiCG or RBiCG as the case may be. The ratio
is computed as the time for IRKA when using BiCG divided by the time for IRKA when
using RBiCG.

Corollary 3.2. If Akx = eik and AT
k x̃ = uk are solved with RBiCG such that ‖eik −Akx‖ =

O(ǫ1) and ‖uk − AT
k x̃‖ = O(ǫ2), then ‖x̃

TAkx− uT
kA

−1
k eik‖ = O(ǫ1ǫ2).

Proof. Follow the same steps as for BiCG in [79].

However, in floating point arithmetic this result may not hold because the bi-orthogonality

conditions of the bi-Lanczos algorithm and the Petrov-Galerkin approximation are not sat-

isfied in finite precision computations. In [79] the authors propose using the following local

bi-orthogonality relations to achieve the same result:

r̃Tj+1pj = 0 and p̃Tj rj+1 = 0, (3.24)

where j is the index for the iterative step and rj, r̃j, pj, p̃j are as defined in Algorithm 3.1

(BiCG). If the residuals of the primary and dual systems become small, the bilinear form
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Absolute Convergence
Relative Convergence Tolerance Determinant Ratio Error

Tolerance Primary System Dual System RBiCG GMRES

10−2 10−2 10−3 order 10−7 order 10−4

10−3 10−3 10−5 order 10−8 order 10−5

Table 3.5: Determinant ratio error versus tolerance for RBiCG and GMRES. For the same
convergence tolerance and roughly same number of iterative steps needed for convergence,
RBiCG leads to smaller determinant ratio error. Relative Convergence Tolerance is Absolute
Convergence Tolerance normalized by the right hand side vector.

needed in (2.9) can be computed using the BiCG algorithm as follows [79]:

uT
kA

−1
k eik =

m∑

j=0

αj r̃
T
j rj, (3.25)

where m is the number of iterative steps taken until convergence and αj is the scalar from

Algorithm 3.1 (BiCG). Relations (3.24) and (3.25) hold for the RBiCG algorithm as well.

That is, rj , r̃j , pj , p̃j , and αj as defined in Algorithm 3.2 (RBiCG).

We now demonstrates that the approach suggested by Corollary 3.2 works (pays off) in

practice as well. The test problem is a 1024 × 1024 system. Single particle orbitals are

Gaussians with k = 1 (see (2.13)). We first compute determinant ratios using the RBiCG

algorithm (using (3.25)) and the GMRES algorithm (solving Akzk = eik and using it to com-

pute uT
k zk). We then compute error in the determinant ratio for each case, which is defined

as the determinant ratio computed by using dense linear algebra minus the determinant ratio

computed by an iterative method (RBiCG or GMRES as the case may be). Table 3.5 shows

that computing determinant ratios using RBiCG is competitive with GMRES. For the same

convergence tolerance and roughly same number of iterative steps needed for convergence,

RBiCG leads to smaller determinant ratio errors. This compensates for the fact that RBiCG

requires two matrix-vector products per iterative step as compared with one matrix-vector

product per step for GMRES.
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Since the linear systems for this problem converge very fast, recycling Krylov subspaces does

not provide much benefit. Recycling Krylov subspaces might be useful for certain materials

where the linear systems take large number of iterations to converge.



Chapter 4

Recycling in Transpose Free

Bi-Lanczos Algorithms

If we need to solve a primary system and a dual system, then BiCG is a good choice. If only a

primary system is to be solved, then other popular bi-Lanczos based algorithms like CGS [76],

BiCGSTAB [82], BiCGSTAB2 [50], BiCGSTAB(l) [74], QMR [43], and TFQMR [41] might

be better. The BiCG algorithm has a couple of drawbacks. It requires the matrix transpose,

and it requires two matrix-vector products to extend the Krylov subspace by one vector [27].

This led to the development of CGS. Besides avoiding the above drawbacks, the CGS algo-

rithm often converges faster. However, CGS may have irregular convergence behavior, and

this sometimes leads to cancellation errors. The BiCGSTAB algorithm, which is a smoothly

converging variant of CGS, avoids this problem by performing a one-dimensional local mini-

mization of the residual. This minimization can be done in two or more dimensions as well.

This led to the development of BiCGSTAB2 and BiCGSTAB(l).

With our focus on sequences of single linear systems of the type (1.1), we discuss recycling

CGS (RCGS) and recycling BiCGSTAB (RBiCGSTAB) first. We then present recycling

BiCGSTAB2 (RBiCGSTAB2). Finally, we provide experimental results using Matlab.

52
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4.1 RCGS and RBiCGSTAB

In [3], we derived RCGS and RBiCGSTAB based on the operators A1 = (I−CD−1
c C̃∗)A(I−

CD−1
c C̃∗) and A∗

1. Those same derivations follow through with matrices B = (I−CD−1
c C̃∗)A

and B̃ = (I − C̃D−1
c C∗)A. Recall that the initial residuals in RBiCG are given by r0 =

(I − CD−1
c C̃∗)r−1 and r̃0 = (I − C̃D−1

c C∗)r̃−1.

Lemma 4.1. For all γ ∈ N, Bγr0 = Aγ
1r0 and B̃γ r̃0 = (A∗

1)
γ r̃0.

Proof. It is easily seen that (I − CD−1
c C̃∗) and (I − C̃D−1

c C∗) are projectors. Hence,

(I − CD−1
c C̃∗)2 = (I − CD−1

c C̃∗),

(I − C̃D−1
c C∗)2 = (I − C̃D−1

c C∗).
(4.1)

Using the definitions of A1, B, and r0, we get that Br0 = A1r−1. Using (4.1) we get

that A1r−1 = A1r0. Hence, Br0 = A1r0 and Bkr0 = Ak
1r0 implies Bk+1r0 = Ak+1

1 r0 for

any k ∈ N. Thus, Bγr0 = Aγ
1r0 follows by using induction. One can similarly show that

B̃γ r̃0 = (A∗
1)

γ r̃0.

Using the above lemma and following the same steps as in [3], we can derive RCGS and

RBiCGSTAB with operators B and B̃ instead of A1 and A∗
1. These derivations are based on

polynomial representation of the RBiCG iteration vectors. This polynomial representation

is briefly discussed while deriving RBiCGSTAB2 in the next section. Finally, the RCGS

iteration scalars and vectors are given as follows:

αi =
(r̃0, ri−1)
(r̃0, Bpi)

,

βi =
(r̃0, ri)

(r̃0, ri−1)
,

pi = ui−1 + βi−1(qi−1 + βi−1pi−1),

ui = ri−1 + βi−1qi−1,
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qi = ui − αiBpi,

xi = xi−1 + αiZ(ui + qi),

ri = ri−1 − αiB(ui + qi),

with Z = (I −UD−1
c C̃∗A). Similarly, for RBiCGSTAB we get the following iteration scalars

and vectors:

αi =
(r̃0, ri−1)
(r̃0, Bpi)

,

βi =
(r̃0, ri)

(r̃0, ri−1)
.αi

ωi
,

ωi =
(si,ti)
(ti,ti)

, with si = ri−1 − αiBpi and ti = Bsi,

pi = ri−1 + βi−1pi−1 − βi−1ωi−1Bpi−1,

xi = xi−1 + αiZpi + ωiZ(ri−1 − αiBpi).

ri = ri−1 − αiBpi − ωiB(ri−1 − αiBpi).

Note that the above algorithms can be implemented in a more efficient way than presented

here (in the same sense as for RBiCG in Chapter 3).

4.2 RBiCGSTAB2

We first describe the polynomial representation of RBiCG iteration vectors ri, r̃i, pi, and

p̃i using RBiCG scalars αi, α̃i, βi, and β̃i. All scalars and vectors are defined in Algorithm

3.2. We then derive the RBiCGSTAB2 algorithm by closely following the derivation of

BiCGSTAB2 [50].

Theorem 4.1. For the primary system

ri = Θi(B)r0, pi = Πi−1(B)r0, (4.2)

where Θi(K) and Πi−1(K) are i-th and (i− 1)-th degree polynomials in K with the following
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polynomial recurrences:

Θi(K) = Θi−1(K)− αiKΠi−1(K), Πi−1(K) = Θi−1(K) + βi−1Πi−2(K).

Similarly, for the dual system

r̃i = Θ̄i(B̃)r̃0, p̃i = Π̄i−1(B̃)r̃0, (4.3)

where Θ̄i(K) and Π̄i(K) are i-th and (i − 1)-th degree polynomials in K with the following

polynomial recurrences:

Θ̄i(K) = Θ̄i−1(K)− ᾱiKΠ̄i−1(K), Π̄i−1(K) = Θ̄i−1(K) + β̄i−1Π̄i−2(K).

Proof. Use Lemma 4.1 and follow the same steps as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [3].

Using (3.15), (4.2), and (4.3) we obtain

(Θ̄j(B̃)r̃0,Θi(B)r0) = 0 for j < i.

This implies Θi(B)r0 ⊥ K
i(B̃, r̃0), where vectors r̃0, B̃r̃0, · · · , (B̃)i−1r̃0 span the subspace

Ki(B̃, r̃0). As observed in [82], the above orthogonality conditions must be satisfied by any

other bases of Ki(B̃, r̃0) too. So, other polynomials can be used as well [90]. That is,

(Ω̄j(B̃)r̃0,Θi(B)r0) = 0 for j < i.

As in the BiCGSTAB algorithm, in RBiCGSTAB we define

Ωi(K) = (I − ωiK)Ωi−1(K),

Ω̄i(K) = (I − ω̄iK)Ω̄i−1(K),

where ωi is selected by minimizing the residual ri with respect to ωi. Similarly, as in the
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BiCGSTAB2 algorithm, for RBiCGSTAB2 we define

Ω2i+1(K) = (I − ωiK)Ω2i(K),

Ω̄2i+1(K) = (I − ω̄iK)Ω̄2i(K),

and

Ω2i+2(K) = (I − ξiK)Ω2i(K) + (ξi + ηiK)Ω2i+1(K),

Ω̄2i+2(K) = (I − ξ̄iK)Ω̄2i(K) + (ξ̄i + η̄iK)Ω̄2i+1(K),

where ωi is selected by a one-dimensional minimization of the residual, and ξi and ηi are

obtained from a two-dimensional minimization of the residual. The solution update is now

given by

x2i+1 = x2i + α2ip2i + ωiZs2i+1,

x2i+2 = [x2i + α2iZp2i + α2i+1Zt2i+1] (1− ξi) + [x2i+1 + α2i+1Zp2i+1] ξi − ηiZs2i+2,

where Z = (I − UD−1
c C̃∗A); α, ω, ξ, and η are the iteration scalars; and p, s, and t are the

iteration vectors. Except the solution update recurrences (as given above), all other scalar

and vector recurrences for the RBiCGSTAB2 algorithm can be obtained by performing the

following replacements in the respective recurrences of the BiCGSTAB2 algorithm: operator

A by (I − CD−1
c C̃∗)A, primary system initial residual r−1 by (I − CD−1

c C̃∗)r−1, and dual

system initial residual r̃−1 by (I − C̃D−1
c C∗)r̃−1.

4.3 Analysis and Numerical Experiments

For BiCG, it has been shown that including a left eigenvector is the search space leads

to the removal of the corresponding right eigenvector from the right residual (and vice

versa) [29]. In our experiments we demonstrate that recycling left eigenvectors may improve

the convergence rate in the RBiCGSTAB algorithm. We consider two examples. The first
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(a) Example 1: Left eigenvectors not needed.
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(b) Example 2: Left eigenvectors needed.

Figure 4.1: Convergence curves for two examples using RBiCGSTAB. The experi-
ment demonstrate that recycling left eigenvectors improves the convergence rate in the
RBiCGSTAB algorithm.

example is a 1600× 1600 linear system, which we obtain from finite volume vertex centered

discretization of the PDE

−(pux)x − (quy)y + rux + suy + tu = f,

on the unit square with p = 1, q = 1, r = 10, s = −10, t = 0, and f = 0. We use the

following boundary conditions: usouth = 1, uwest = 1, unorth = 0, ueast = 0. We do not use

a preconditioner in this example, the initial guess is a vector of all ones, and the relative

convergence tolerance is 10−10. As the second example we use the example from Section

3.3. We set the mesh width to h = 1/128, leading to a linear system with 16129 unknowns.

We use an ILUTP [70] preconditioner with a drop tolerance of 0.2 (split-preconditioned as

earlier). The initial guess is 0.5 times a vector of all ones, and the relative convergence

tolerance is 10−8.

For each example we do three experiments. First, we solve the system without recycling.

Second, we use the right eigenvectors to span the recycle space (implemented by setting

Ũ = U). Finally, we use both left and right eigenvectors to span the recycle space. For the
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Figure 4.2: Using RBiCGSTAB for a crack propagation example. Mat-Vecs and mv denote
matrix-vector product.

first example, we use use five exact eigenvectors (five right; five left and right) computed

by using Matlab’s eigs. For the second example, we use twenty approximate eigenvectors

(twenty right; twenty left and right) obtained by solving the problem once with RBiCG.

The results are shown in Figure 4.1 (a) and (b). For the first example, using right eigenvectors

or using both left and right eigenvectors works equally well. However, for the second example,

we see that not using left eigenvectors leads to convergence that is worse than BiCGSTAB

without recycling, and much worse than RBiCGSTAB using both left and right eigenvectors.

Next, we test RBiCGSTAB for an engineering problem. The problem simulates crack prop-

agation in a metal plate using cohesive finite elements. This code was developed by Philippe

Geubelle (Aerospace Engineering, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) and Span-

dan Maiti (now at Mechanical Engineering, Michigan Tech). The problem requires solving

a sequence of linear systems where both the matrix and the right hand side change. Each

linear system has 3988 unknowns. The matrices are SPD, and hence, we use an IC(0) pre-

conditioner. The systems are preconditioned from the left. We use a relative convergence

tolerance of 10−8. The initial guess for each system is the zero vector, since the systems solve

for, incremental displacements associated with the loading increments.
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A recycle space can be effective for multiple consecutive systems [66, 57, 64]. Since approx-

imate left eigenvectors are not easily available from the RBiCGSTAB iterations1, we solve

every fifth linear system in the sequence using BiCG2. We then use the generated recycle

space, twenty left and right approximate eigenvectors, to solve the subsequent four linear

systems in RBiCGSTAB. The results for solving linear systems from loading step 400 to

409 are given in Figure 4.2. We compare our results with BiCGSTAB as well as CG [53]

(since we have SPD systems). RBiCGSTAB requires the least number of total matrix-vector

products over the ten systems. In the future, we intend to do rigorous experiments with

nonsymmetric matrices, more systems in the sequence, and timing comparisons as well. The

graph suggests that the number of mat-vecs for RBiCGSTAB might keep decreasing when

solving linear systems from loading step 410 and beyond.

1Sometimes left eigenvectors are available from right eigenvectors [2, 64].
2Note that here we have SPD systems, and hence, the left and the right eigenvectors are the same.

However, this process mimics what one would do in case of linear systems with nonsymmetric matrices



Chapter 5

Recycling Preconditioners for

Variational Monte Carlo

In this chapter, we describe our algorithm that reduces the cost of evaluating determinant

ratios for physically realistic systems in VMC to about O(n2) per sweep. In the next section,

we study few properties and structures of Slater matrices. We give details about our algo-

rithm in Section 5.2. Finally, in Section 5.3, we provide numerical results that demonstrate

close to quadratic scaling for evaluating determinant ratios.

5.1 Analysis of Slater Matrices

Below, we provide a brief overview of properties of Slater matrices arising from the parame-

ters that are used in the simulation (as discussed in Section 2.2). First, in figure 5.1, we show

the sparsity pattern of the Slater matrix for a typical configuration with 1024 particles and

k = 1. As the basis functions have local support (after truncating outside a cut-off radius)

and the electrons, on average, are distributed evenly, the sparsity pattern is similar to that of

a finite difference matrix for a regular 3D grid and a relatively wide stencil, where the width

60
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Figure 5.1: Sparsity pattern for a typical configuration of our system for 1024 particles with
k = 1. For smaller k the pattern remains more or less the same, while the number of nonzeros
in the matrix increases. For larger k the pattern also remains more or less the same, while
the number of nonzeros in the matrix decreases.

of the stencil is comparable to the cut-off radius of the Gaussian orbitals (which in turn

depends on k). Second, we give typical spectra for matrices arising from systems with 1024

particles and k = 1.5, 1, and 0.5. We point out that for the physics the ordering of rows and

columns is irrelevant, since the square of the determinant is invariant under such changes.

However, the eigenvalues can change significantly under reordering of rows and columns,

which in turn can have a significant influence on the convergence of iterative methods (see

section 5.2 for the reordering algorithm used). In figures 5.2–5.4, for each value of k, we

provide the spectrum of a matrix before reordering, the spectrum of that same matrix after

reordering, and the spectrum of that matrix after reordering and with preconditioning. The

latter spectrum is the most relevant for the iterative solver.

Next, in Table 5.1, we provide typical condition numbers for various values of the parameter

k (in the Gaussian orbitals) and three problem sizes, n = 686, 1024, and 2000. Note that,

although for k = 0.5 the condition number appears to increase slightly by preconditioning,

the spectrum improves drastically. This also bears out in the iterative solver; preconditioning

reduces the number of iterations. From Table 5.1, we see that the condition number of the

unpreconditioned Slater matrix increases with decreasing k. This is to be expected; see, e.g.,
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Figure 5.2: Spectra for a typical configuration of our system for 1024 particles with k = 1.5,
before and after reordering, and with preconditioning for the reordered system.
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Figure 5.3: Spectra for a typical configuration of our system for 1024 particles with k = 1,
before and after reordering, and with preconditioning for the reordered system. The value
k = 1 is used in the experiments reported in section 5.3.

[21].

Although the orbitals for realistic systems (physical materials) may differ significantly from

Gaussians, we expect many of the properties of the resulting Slater matrices to be similar. If

orbitals decay sufficiently fast, the matrix will have the same banded sparsity pattern (after

appropriate reordering) and be diagonally dominant or nearly so. In that case, all or most

eigenvalues will be in the right half plane. However, a poor ordering of rows and columns

will lead to eigenvalues located around the origin, as is the case here. If the decay is slow the

matrix will become more ill-conditioned. Moreover, if the decay is sufficiently slow, there
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Figure 5.4: Spectra for a typical configuration of our system for 1024 particles with k = 0.5,
before and after reordering, and with preconditioning for the reordered system. Note that
the scale of this picture differs from the previous two. In addition, a lonely eigenvalue of the
preconditioned system after reordering at 11.77 has been left out to obtain a better scale.

k 1.5 1.0 0.5
Size 686 1024 2000 686 1024 2000 686 1024 2000
κ(A) 73 1.4e2 1.3e3 1.6e2 6.7e2 6.7e2 2.4e3 1.1e4 8.3e3

κ (A(LU)−1) 1.2 1.4 4.7 3.1 10 23 8.0e3 1.5e5 1.1e5

Table 5.1: Typical (spectral) condition numbers, κ, for Slater matrices and ILUTP precon-
ditioned Slater matrices for k = 1.5, 1, 0.5 and problem sizes n = 686, 1024, 2000.

will be no ordering that yields diagonal dominance and the spectrum cannot be guaranteed

to be in the right-half plane. In that case, we expect that there will be no ordering that, by

itself, will lead to a nice spectrum (for iterative solvers), and preconditioning will be more

important. Analyzing these properties and their dependency on the properties of orbitals,

decay rate, and lattice type will be future work.

5.2 Algorithmic Improvements

As described in the Section 2.2, the sequence of particle updates, moving particle ik at step

k in the MCMC method, leads to a sequence of matrix updates for the trial configuration,

Ãk = Ak + eiku
T
k = Ak(I + A−1

k eiku
T
k ), (5.1)
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where

(uk)j = φj(r
′
ik
)− φj(rik), for j = 1, . . . , n, (5.2)

Ak is the Slater matrix at the kth Monte Carlo step, eik is the Cartesian basis vector with a

1 at position ik, the φj are the single particle orbitals used in (2.11)–(2.12), and rik and r′ik

are the old and the new position of the particle ik, respectively. We do not need to compute

φj(rik) since it equals (Ak)ik,j. The acceptance probability of the trial configuration depends

on the squared absolute value of the determinant ratio of the two matrices,

| det Ãk|
2

| detAk|2
=
∣
∣1 + uT

kA
−1
k eik

∣
∣
2
, (5.3)

which can be computed by solving the linear system Akzk = eik and taking the inner product

uT
k zk. We compare the value from (5.3) with a random number drawn from the uniform

distribution on (0, 1). If the trial configuration giving Ãk is accepted, Ak+1 = Ãk, if the trial

configuration is rejected, Ak+1 = Ak.

The use of maximally localized single particle orbitals leads to a sparse Slater matrix in

some cases (insulators). In this case, iterative solvers provide a promising approach to

compute these determinant ratios, as long as effective preconditioners can be computed or

updated cheaply. Variations of incomplete decompositions (such as incomplete LU) are good

candidates for this problem, as they have proven effective for a range of problems and require

no special underlying structure (in principle). Unfortunately, the sequence of particle updates

leads to matrices that are far from diagonally dominant, often have eigenvalues surrounding

the origin, and have unstable incomplete decompositions in the sense defined in [18, 70].

However, the properties of orbitals and localization suggest that with a proper ordering of

orbitals and particles the Slater matrix will be nearly diagonally dominant. Our method

resolves the preconditioning problem by combining the following three improvements.

First, we have derived a geometric reordering of electrons and orbitals, related to the ordering

proposed in [34], that provides nearly diagonally dominant Slater matrices. This ordering
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combined with an ILUTP preconditioner [69, 70] leads to very effective preconditioners; see

section 5.3. However, reordering the matrix and computing an ILUTP preconditioner every

(accepted) VMC step would be too expensive. Therefore, as the second improvement, we

exploit the fact that Ak+1 = Ak(I + A−1
k eiku

T
k ) (5.1) and use a corresponding update to the

right preconditioner, Mk, such that Ak+1Mk+1 = AkMk. This leads to cheap intermediate

updates to our preconditioners. Moreover, if Mk has been computed such that AkMk has a

favorable spectrum for rapid convergence [83, 46, 70], then subsequent preconditioned matri-

ces, Ak+sMk+s, have the same favorable spectrum. However, each update increases the cost

of applying the preconditioner, and we periodically compute a new ILUTP preconditioner.

Third, we assess whether potential instability of the incomplete LU decomposition affects

the iteration by applying the stability metrics from [18, 70, 26] in an efficient manner. We

only reorder the matrix if instability occurs, or if our iterative solver does not converge to

the required tolerance in the maximum number of iterations, or if our iterative solvers takes

more than four times the average number of iterations. This monitoring and reordering

is necessary as the matrix becomes far from diagonally dominant and the incomplete LU

decompositions slowly deteriorate due to the continual updates to the Slater matrix. This

approach has proved very effective and limits the number of reorderings to a few per sweep.

In spite of the matrix reordering, the explicit reordering of electrons and orbitals, based on

the stability metric discussed below or on slow convergence, pivoting in the incomplete LU

factorization is necessary. If we do not pivot the factorization occasionally breaks down.

Such a breakdown could be avoided by doing the explicit reordering of electrons and orbitals

every step, but this would be too expensive. Moreover, not pivoting leads to denser L and

U factors and slower convergence in the iterative linear solver; both effects increase the total

amount of work.
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Reordering for Near Diagonal Dominance and

Efficient Reordering Criteria

First, we discuss an efficient way to judge the quality of the preconditioner. In the second

part of this section, we discuss a reordering that improves the quality of the preconditioner.

The quality of an ILU preconditioner for the matrix A, LU ≈ A, can be assessed by its

accuracy and stability [18]. The accuracy of the ILU preconditioner, defined as

N1 = ||A− LU ||F , (5.4)

measures how close the product LU is to the matrix A. The stability of the preconditioner,

for right preconditioning defined as

N2 = ||I − A(LU)−1||F , (5.5)

measures how close the preconditioned matrix is to the identity. For left preconditioning,

N2 = ||I − (LU)−1A||F . Although for some classes of matrices N1 is a good measure of

preconditioning quality, for general matrices N2 is a more useful indicator [18, 19]. We will

see that this is also the case here. In general, instability arises from a lack of diagonal

dominance and manifests itself in very small pivots and/or unstable triangular solves.

In practice, computing N2 is much too expensive, and we need to consider a more economic

indicator. An alternative approach, suggested in [26], is to compute ||(LU)−1e||∞, where e is

the vector of all 1’s. However, this still requires solving an additional linear system. Instead,

we propose to use an effective or local stability measure,

N = max
i
‖vi −A(LU)−1vi‖2, (5.6)

where the vi are the Arnoldi vectors generated in the GMRES algorithm [71] during a linear

solve. N measures the instability of the preconditioned matrix over the Krylov space from
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which we compute a solution. If N is small, there is no unit vector z ∈ Km(A(LU)−1, r0) for

which ‖(I − A(LU)−1)z‖2 is large (where m is the number of GMRES iterations). Indeed,

for unit z ∈ Km(A(LU)−1, r0), ‖(I − A(LU)−1)z‖2 ≤ mN . N can be small or modest when

N2 is large; however, this indicates that the instability does not play a role for vectors in the

subspace over which a solution was computed; hence, the name effective or local stability.

Note that N can be computed during the GMRES iteration at negligible cost, in contrast to

the expensive computation of N2. If N is large, the preconditioned matrix is ill-conditioned

over the Krylov space used to find a solution, and we reorder the matrix as described below.

Large N indicates that the solution might be inaccurate and that the preconditioner is

deteriorating. This typically would lead to poor convergence either in the present solve or

later, and so reordering and updating the preconditioner is better.

To check whether N1 and N2 are good indicators of preconditioner quality for our problem,

we run the MCMC algorithm for 100 sweeps for a test problem with 2000 particles, and we

check N1 and N2 each time GMRES does not converge in 15 iterations (which is relatively

slow; see section 5.3). It would be useful to check the reverse as well, but computing N1

and N2 for every MC step (200, 000 steps) would be too expensive. If GMRES does not

converge in 15 iterations, we reorder the matrix as described below, compute a new ILUTP

preconditioner, and solve the linear system again from scratch. This procedure always led to

convergence within 15 iterations after the reordering. Although the experiments in section 5.3

are computed using a C/C++ code, for experiments in this subsection we use a Matlab based

VMC code, developed for easy experimentation, that uses the GMRES and luinc routines of

Matlab. The code uses left preconditioning, luinc with a drop tolerance of τ = 0.01, and it

allows pivoting in the entire pivot column (default). Furthermore, we use Gaussian orbitals

(2.13) with k = 1.

In Figures 5.5 and 5.6 we plot, respectively, N1 and N2 at those Monte Carlo steps where

the GMRES algorithm does not converge in 15 iterations, implying a deterioration of the

preconditioner. We also plot N1 and N2 after reordering and recomputing the preconditioner.

Figure 5.5 shows that the accuracy is always quite good, and hence accuracy is not a good
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Figure 5.5: Accuracy before and after reordering.
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Figure 5.6: Stability before and after reordering.

indicator for reordering the matrix to improve preconditioner quality. This is in line with

observations from [18]. Reordering does improve the accuracy further. Figure 5.6 shows that

poor convergence goes together with very large values of N2, and so N2 is a better indicator

for reordering the matrix to improve the preconditioner. Note that reordering improves the

stability significantly, and usually reduces it to modest values, but with some exceptions. As

N2 seems a good indicator, but too expensive, we next consider the effective stability N .

Figure 5.7 shows large values of N corresponding to steps where the GMRES algorithm does

not converge. The value of N is modest at other Monte Carlo steps (note that it is easy to

compute N at every step). This demonstrates that N is an equally good indicator of the
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Figure 5.7: Effective stability before and after reordering.

effectiveness of the preconditioner as N2, and hence we will use N as an indicator for matrix

reordering. We remark that more timely reordering (before N gets so large that the matrix

is numerically singular) also leads to smaller values for N after reordering the matrix and

recomputing the preconditioner. Next, we discuss reordering the matrix when the quality of

the preconditioner deteriorates.

Instability in the incomplete factorization, as discussed above (small pivots and/or ill-

conditioned triangular solves), is generally associated with a lack of diagonal dominance

[26, 18]. Instability can generally be removed or significantly reduced by preprocessing the

coefficient matrix. Preprocessing strategies involve permutations and scalings for improv-

ing the conditioning, near-diagonal dominance, and the structure of the coefficient matrix;

modifications such as perturbing diagonal elements are also possible [26, 18]. Improving near-

diagonal dominance of the matrix through a judicious ordering of unknowns and equations

has been shown quite effective in addressing instability, leading to a better preconditioner.

In [19], the authors show that a simple reordering of the matrix can improve the quality of

incomplete factorization preconditioners. More sophisticated reorderings that improve the

near-diagonal dominance of the matrix are discussed in [32, 33]. These papers also show

that reordering can have a dramatic effect on the convergence of ILU preconditioned iter-

ative methods. Reorderings that exploit the physics of the underlying problem have also
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proved quite effective [25].

We remark that the physics underlying our problem and the optimization of orbitals suggest

that a proper ordering should lead to a nearly diagonally-dominant matrix. We also observe

that, as all orbitals are scaled equally, we do not expect scaling to provide much improvement.

Since the orbitals used in our study are monotonically decreasing with distance, we propose

a reordering that is simple, improves the near-diagonal dominance of the Slater matrix, and

incorporates the physics of our problem. This reordering strategy performs a geometric

reordering of particles and orbitals, and is similar to the reordering of inputs and outputs

for a reliable control scheme in [34]. Our algorithm consists of the following steps, ignoring

sparsity for simplicity.

1. Label the particles (Pi) and orbitals (Oj) from 1 to n,

giving the following Slater matrix A:













O1 O2 On

P1 φ1(r1) φ2(r1) · · · φn(r1)

P2 φ1(r2) φ2(r2) · · · φn(r2)

...
...

...

Pn φ1(rn) φ2(rn) · · · φn(rn)













,

2. for i = 1, . . . , n− 1 do

Find the closest orbital Oj to Pi for j ∈ {i, i+ 1, . . . , n}

if j 6= i then

renumber Oj as Oi and Oi as Oj (swap columns j and i)

else

find the particle Pk closest to orbital Oi for k ∈ {i, i+ 1, . . . , n}

if k 6= i then

renumber Pk as Pi and Pi as Pk (swap rows i and k)
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end if

end if

end for

As mentioned above, reordering the matrix and recomputing the ILUTP preconditioner

always leads to convergence within 15 GMRES iterations. So, the algorithm is quite effective.

We can see from Figure 5.7 that N is always significantly reduced by reordering the matrix

and recomputing the preconditioner. Moreover, more timely reordering of the matrix, before

N gets so large that the matrix is numerically singular, also leads to smaller values for N

after reordering.

The computational cost of a straightforward implementation of this reordering is O(n2).

Since for our current experiments (and problem sizes) the runtime of reordering is negligible

and reordering is needed only two or three times per sweep, we have not (yet) focused on an

efficient implementation, especially since this likely requires substantial work in the software

for matrix storage and manipulation. However, we will do this in the future. We remark

that for sparse matrices where the number of nonzeros per row and per column is roughly

constant, independent of n, an O(n) implementation is possible. Moreover, this global

reordering algorithm ignores the local nature of the particle updates and resulting changes

to the matrix. In addition, maintaining further (multilevel) geometric information related

to relative positions of particles and orbitals should make reordering more efficient. Hence

in long term, we expect to replace this algorithm by one that makes incremental updates to

the local ordering. If we start with a good ordering and the matrix is sparse (in the sense

that the decay of the orbitals does not depend on the problem size), we expect that such

local updates can be done at constant or near constant cost.
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Cheap Intermediate Updates to the Preconditioner

Computing a new ILUTP preconditioner for every accepted particle update would be very

expensive. However, we can exploit the structure of the matrix update to compute a cheap

update to the preconditioner that maintains good convergence properties.

Assume that at some step k we have computed an incomplete LU preconditioner (ILU) with

threshold and pivoting for the matrix Ak. Then, we have

AkQk ≃ LkUk, (5.7)

where Qk is a column permutation matrix, and Lk and Uk are the incomplete lower and

upper triangular factors, respectively. We consider right preconditioning, and so, instead of

Akzk = eik , we solve the right preconditioned linear system,

AkMkz̃k = eik with zk = Mkz̃k, (5.8)

where Mk = Qk (LkUk)
−1 is the preconditioner. If the trial move of particle ik is accepted,

we consider for the next step the updated matrix Ak+1 = Ak(I + (A−1
k eik)u

T
k ); see (5.1).

Now, let Mk be such that AkMk has a favorable spectrum for rapid convergence [83, 46,

70]. Then defining the updated preconditioner Mk+1 such that Ak+1Mk+1 = AkMk gives a

new preconditioned matrix with the same favorable spectrum. Hence, we define the new

preconditioner as

Mk+1 = (I + (A−1
k eik)u

T
k )

−1Mk =

(

I −
(A−1

k eik)u
T
k

1 + uT
kA

−1
k eik

)

Mk, (5.9)

without explicitly computing Mk+1. Since A−1
k eik = zk and 1 + uT

kA
−1
k eik have already

been computed to find the determinant ratio (5.3), we get Mk+1 for free, and the cost of

applying Mk+1 is that of applying Mk plus the cost of a dot product and vector update. Let
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ẑk = (1 + uT
kA

−1
k eik)

−1zk. Then Mk+1 is defined as

Mk+1 = (I − ẑku
T
k )Qk(LkUk)

−1, (5.10)

where the inverse of LkUk is implemented, of course, by a forward solve for Lk and a backward

solve for Uk.

Since zk is approximated by an iterative process, we have Ak+1Mk+1 ≈ AkMk, rather than

exact equality. However, we have the following result. Let ζk = A−1
k eik and let rk =

eik −Akzk = Ak(ζk − zk). Then we have

Ak+1Mk+1 = Ak(I + ζku
T
k )(I −

zku
T
k

1 + uT
k zk

)Mk

= Ak

(

I + ζku
T
k −

ζku
T
k

1 + uT
k zk

+
(ζk − zk)u

T
k

1 + uT
k zk

− ζku
T
k

uT
k zk

1 + uT
k zk

)

Mk

= Ak

(

I +
(ζk − zk)u

T
k

1 + uT
k zk

)

Mk

= AkMk +
rku

T
k

1 + uT
k zk

Mk.

So, the relative change in the preconditioned matrix is small unless |1+uT
k zk| is very small or

‖rk‖‖Mk‖ is large relative to ‖AkMk‖. However, |1+uT
k zk| governs the acceptance probability

of the particle move. So, a very small value would occur in the preconditioner update with

very small probability; we do not need to update the preconditioner if a trial move is rejected.

This also guarantees that an accepted particle move will never result in a singular matrix,

as the move will be accepted with probability 0. If ‖Mk‖ is large while ‖AkMk‖ is small

(say O(1)), then A must have small singular values. In that case, an accurate zk requires

a sufficiently small residual. Hence, unless ‖AkMk‖ is large (which monitoring N guards

against), a proper choice of stopping criterion for ‖rk‖ should keep the relative change in the

preconditioned matrix small.

Obviously, we can repeat the update of the preconditioner for multiple updates to the matrix.

Defining zs = A−1
s eis (approximately from the iterative solve) and ẑs = (1+uT

s zs)
−1zs, where
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us is given by (5.2) and s = k, . . . , k +m, we have

Mk+m =
(
I − ẑk+m−1u

T
k+m−1

)
· · ·
(
I − ẑk+1u

T
k+1

) (
I − ẑku

T
k

)
Mk. (5.11)

In this case, the cost of applying the preconditioner slowly increases, and we should compute

a new ILUTP preconditioner when the additional cost of multiplying by the multiplicative

updates exceeds the (expected) cost of computing a new preconditioner. Of course, we also

must compute a new preconditioner if we reorder (large N).

This technique for updating the preconditioner is similar to the idea of updating the (exact)

inverse of the Jacobian matrix for Broyden’s method [56], which is applied to the exact

inverse of the Slater matrix in [65]. See also [20] which uses a similar approach to updating

a preconditioner, however, for a general nonlinear iteration. So, the notion to keep the

preconditioned matrix fixed, Ak+1Mk+1 = AkMk, appears to be new.

5.3 Numerical Experiments

In this section, we numerically test our new algorithm. Apart from testing the perfor-

mance of our algorithm, we must also test its reliability and accuracy. Since we compute

the determinant ratios in the MCMC algorithm by iterative methods, we replace the accep-

tance/rejection test by an approximate test. In addition, the updating of preconditioners

and their dependence on occasional reordering may lead to slight inconsistencies in the com-

puted acceptance/rejection probabilities. This may affect the property of detailed balance

for equilibrated configurations. Although we assume that using sufficiently small tolerances

would make such potential problems negligible, we test and compare an observable (kinetic

energy) computed in the new algorithm and in the standard algorithm. We remark that the

standard method, with an updated inverse, also has the potential of accumulation of errors,

which may affect its accuracy. However, the standard algorithm has performed satisfacto-

rily, and a successful comparison of the results of our algorithm to those of the standard
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algorithm should engender confidence.

As described in Section 2.2, we use Gaussian functions for the single-particle orbitals with

k = 1, and we ignore the Jastrow factor. The lattice (giving the approximate locations of

the nuclei in a solid) is selected as a Body Centered Cubic (b.c.c.) lattice, a lattice formed

by cubes with nuclei/orbitals on all vertices and one in the middle. To test the scaling of our

method, we fix the density of the electrons at (3/4π) = 0.2387 ptcl/unit and increase the

number of electrons n; this corresponds to increasing the number of cubes in the lattice. This

causes the number of orbitals to increase linearly with the electron number. As the orbitals

are located on a b.c.c. lattice, we choose values of n = 2K3 whereK is an integer representing

the number of orbitals along one side of the computational domain, and so the b.c.c. lattice

is commensurate with the periodic box. Note that this leaves the spacing of the lattice (the

distance between orbitals) the same for all n. The length of the side of a cube is 2.031, and

the nearest neighbor distance is 1.759. The calculation of properties on larger and larger

lattices is a typical procedure in VMC simulations to estimate the errors induced by not

simulating an infinite number of particles. It is important to recognize that, although we are

simulating an insulator, the electrons are not confined to the neighborhood of a single orbital

and move around the entire box (hence the need for occasional reordering of the matrix).

Since we use Gaussian orbitals, the Slater matrix has no coefficients that are (exactly) zero.

However, most of the coefficients are very small and negligible in computations. Therefore, to

make the matrix sparse, we drop entries less in absolute value than 10−5 times the maximum

absolute value of any coefficient in the matrix. The number of non-zeros per row of the

matrix varies between 40 and 50.

We use QMCPACK [54] for our simulations and, in its standard version, for comparison.

In order to efficiently implement our iterative algorithms, we rewrote a significant part of

QMCPACK to handle sparse matrices 1. It might be advantageous to work with sparse

vectors as well (sometimes referred to as sparse-sparse iterations) as the right hand sides in

1Note that the standard algorithm does not (and cannot) exploit sparsity in the matrix, except in com-
puting and updating the Slater matrix itself.
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(5.8) are Cartesian basis vectors. On the other hand, the preconditioner may quickly destroy

sparsity of the iteration vectors. This remains something to test in the future. We integrated

the new components of our VMC algorithm in QMCPACK [54] (written in C/C++); this

includes the GMRES algorithm [71], the ILUTP preconditioner [69], our algorithms to update

the preconditioner by rank-one updates to the identity (section 5.2), our reordering algorithm

(section 5.2), and our test for instability of the preconditioner (section 5.2).

To simulate the system and gather statistics on the quality of the results for the new method

and on its performance, we carry out 120 sweeps. We discount the data corresponding to

the first 20 sweeps, which are used to ensure that the system is in equilibrium.

In the GMRES algorithm, we set the maximum number of iterations to 40, and the relative

convergence tolerance to 10−6. We monitor N , the effective stability (see section 5.2), to

decide when to reorder the matrix; we reorder when N > 100. This is relatively low, but

from experience this leads to faster (average) convergence. Note that, in our experiments,

the number of reorderings is never more than three per sweep (see below). Finally, since N

does not always predict slow convergence, even though it is quite reliable, we also reorder

when the number of GMRES iterations reaches four times the average number of iterations

or when the method does not converge in the maximum number of iterations. However,

the occurrence of slow convergence while N is small accounts only for a very small fraction

of the total number of reorderings, a few percent at most. If N > 100 or GMRES does

not converge fast enough, we solve the same system again (from scratch) after reordering

and computing a new preconditioner (GMRES is not restarted); this always resolves the

convergence problem in our tests. In figures 5.8 and 5.9, we provide some information on

N for the system with 4394 particles. In figure 5.8, we give log10(N) for each Monte Carlo

step in a representative window of roughly 6000 MC steps (the number of reorderings in

this window is slightly higher than average though); in figure 5.9, we provide a histogram

for the number of Monte Carlo steps between reorderings (each bin is of size 100). We note

that sometimes reorderings follow each other with relatively short intervals. For the 4394

system, we have on average 2.73 reorderings per sweep (see table 5.4); so, the number of
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steps between reorderings is, on average, about 1600 steps. However, we have a fair number

of much shorter intervals. We conjecture that such shorter intervals occur when multiple

particles are not relatively close to any orbital (nucleus), for example, when multiple pairs of

electrons ‘swap’ nuclei. As the matrix changes only by one row per (successful) step and only

by a modest amount, it is likely that matrices for which a good preconditioner is difficult

to compute are clustered in the MCMC sequence. Alternatively, this phenomenon might

suggest that we need a better reordering algorithm.
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Figure 5.8: Effective stability, N , at each Monte Carlo step for the 4394 system for a rep-
resentative window of roughly 6000 steps. The horizontal (red) line indicates the (log10 of)
the average N (the average N is around 5.36).

For preconditioning, we use the ILUTP preconditioner from SPARSKIT [70]. This precon-

ditioner uses pivoting and a relative threshold to drop (off-diagonal) coefficients based on

magnitude to obtain sparse lower triangular and upper triangular factors, L and U , such

that AQ ≈ LU . We set the relative drop tolerance to 0.01 and we allow pivoting in the

entire row. We set the permutation tolerance that governs the pivoting to 0.05. Finally, in

ILUTP one can set the maximum number of additional nonzeros (fill-in) per row allowed in

both the L and U factor. We set this to half the average number of nonzeros per row of the

matrix, resulting in at most twice as many nonzeros in the L and U factor together as in the
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Figure 5.9: Histogram for the number of steps between reorderings (large N or slow conver-
gence) for the 4394 system. The size of each bin is 100.

matrix, A. The average number of nonzeros in the preconditioner remains well below this

maximum; see Table 5.4.

The experimental results are given in four tables. In the first two tables, we compare the

results of our method to those of the standard method to demonstrate the reliability and

accuracy of the new method. In the other two tables, we assess the scaling of our method

as the number of particles increases.

First, we assess how close the determinant ratio computed by the new method is to that

computed by the standard method. This determines the probability of a wrong decision

in the acceptance/rejection test. Let q be the exact determinant ratio squared and qa be

the approximate determinant ratio squared computed by an iterative method; then the

probability of a wrong decision at one step in the Metropolis algorithm is f = |min(q, 1)−

min(qa, 1)|. The average value of f over a random walk (the entire sequence of MCMC

steps), f̄ , gives the expected number of errors in the acceptance/rejection test (Exp. Errors

in Table 5.2). We call an approximation
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• extremely good if f < 0.0001,

• very good if f < 0.001, and

• good if f < 0.01.

The results of this test for eight successive problem sizes (2 · 73, 2 · 83, . . . , 2 · 143) are given

in Table 5.2. The high percentage of extremely good approximations in Table 5.2 shows

that approximating determinant ratios does not interfere with the accuracy and reliability

of the simulation. In fact, the new algorithm makes a different accept/reject decision from

that made by the standard algorithm only once every 105 steps. Since the autocorrelation

time is smaller than this by over an order of magnitude, the system should quickly forget

about this ‘incorrect’ step. Note that given the tolerance in GMRES the step is not unlikely

even in the standard algorithm. We also report the acceptance ratio, which is defined as

the ratio of the number of accepts to the total number of Monte Carlo steps. The desired

range of the acceptance ratio is between 0.2 and 0.8, and this is satisfied in our simulation.

Higher or lower acceptance ratios are likely to create problems, as this typically indicates

that successive MC steps remain correlated for a long time [22].

Size 686 1024 1458 2000 2662 3456 4394 5488

Exp. Errors 4.45e-6 4.22e-6 5.03e-6 4.41e-6 4.63e-6 4.50e-6 3.96e-6 4.07e-6
Extr. Good 99.49 99.53 99.57 99.49 99.50 99.47 99.56 99.56
Very Good 99.99 99.98 99.99 99.99 99.99 99.99 99.99 99.99
Good 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Acc. Ratio 0.5879 0.5880 0.5887 0.5880 0.5881 0.5898 0.5878 0.5883

Table 5.2: Accuracy of the acceptance/rejection test, giving the average expected number of
errors in the acceptance test (Exp. Errors), the percentage of extremely good approximations
(Extr. Good), the percentage of very good approximations (Very Good), the percentage of
good approximations (Good), and the acceptance ratio of trial moves (Acc. Ratio).

To further check the accuracy of the results of the simulation, we compute the kinetic energy
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of the system (an important observable). The kinetic energy of the system is defined as

E =
~2

2ρn

∑

ij

(
6k − 4k2||rj − Zi||

2
)
Aij

(
A−1

)

ji
, (5.12)

where ~ is the reduced Planck’s constant (h/2π), ρ is the electron mass, n is the system size,

k = 1 is defined as in (2.13), rj is the position of particle j, Zi is the position of orbital i, and

A is the Slater matrix as given in (2.12). (We use units where ~ = ρ = 1). It should be noted

that we use the exact kinetic energy in this test even though, in practice, our algorithm would

also use iterative solvers to efficiently evaluate this observable (which involves the Laplacian

of the wave function). This is done so as not to confound two sources of errors (one being a few

rare ‘incorrect’ steps on the Markov chain and the other being errors in computing the kinetic

energy). We compute the kinetic energy in two separate experiments. However, in order to

emphasize how close the results of the new algorithm are to those of the standard algorithm,

we start both experiments with the same starting configuration and using the same initial seed

for the random number generator. Since the expectation of an incorrect acceptance/rejection

is extremely small, both experiments follow the same chain for an extended period of time,

and therefore the difference in kinetic energy between the experiments is much smaller than

the statistical variation that would be expected if the chains were independent instead of

correlated. We compute the kinetic energy by sampling (5.12) at the end of each sweep (doing

120 sweeps and discarding the first 20). The first experiment computes the determinant ratio

for acceptance/rejection tests using the standard QMCPACK algorithm, while the second

experiment uses the new (sparse) algorithm. The average energy over the whole simulation

is listed in Table 5.3. It is evident that the energies from the two algorithms are close for

all system sizes. We also compute the standard deviation of the kinetic energy, σ, using

DataSpork [23], taking into account the autocorrelation2.

Next, we analyze the performance of our algorithm and compare the performance experi-

2In Markov Chain Monte Carlo, successive states tend to be correlated. The autocorrelation measures
how many steps of the algorithm must be taken for states to be uncorrelated [22].
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Size 686 1024 1458 2000 2662 3456 4394 5488

Standard QMCPACK Algorithm

Energy 2.0984 2.1074 2.1107 2.1024 2.0964 2.0948 2.1035 2.1016
(hartree)
σ 0.0075 0.0077 0.0040 0.0045 0.0024 0.0028 0.0034 0.0035

Sparse Algorithm

Energy 2.0984 2.1074 2.1107 2.1040 2.1010 2.0999 2.1049 2.1010
(hartree)
σ 0.0075 0.0077 0.0040 0.0034 0.0023 0.0045 0.0033 0.0034

Table 5.3: Kinetic Energy and Standard Deviation.

mentally with that of the standard algorithm.

The computational costs per sweep, that is, per n MCMC steps, of the various components

of the sparse algorithm are as follows.

• Matrix-vector products in GMRES: 2k1k2n
2, where k1 is the average number of GM-

RES iterations per Monte Carlo step (per linear system to solve), and k2 = nnz(A)/n

(average number of nonzeros (nnz) in A per row).

• Computing ILUTP preconditioners: αk2k3sn
2, where k3 ≪ 1 is the number of times

the preconditioner is computed per MCMC step, α = (nnz(L) + nnz(U))/nnz(A), and

s is the cost per nonzero in the preconditioner of computing the ILUTP preconditioner.

Notice that α ≤ 2 by choice (see above), and effectively is about 1.25 (see Table 5.4).

The worst case cost of computing an ILUTP preconditioner with a constant (small)

maximum number of nonzeros per row (independent of n) is O(n2). However, our

timings show that, for this problem, the cost is always O(n), which seems to be true

in general for the ILUTP preconditioner. The parameter k3 should be picked to bal-

ance the cost of computing the ILUTP preconditioner with the cost of applying the

multiplicative updates to the preconditioner. Hence, if computing the preconditioner

has linear cost, k3 should be a constant based on an estimate of the cost of computing

the ILUTP preconditioner.
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• Applying the preconditioner in GMRES: 2αk1k2n
2+2(k1/k3)n

2, where (1/2)k−1
3 is the

average number of preconditioner updates in (5.11).

• Matrix reordering: k5k6n, where k5 is the number of times the reordering is performed

per sweep, and k6 is the average cost of comparisons and swapping rows (or columns)

per row. The parameter k6 can vary from nearly constant to O(n); however, it can be

brought down to a constant by a more elaborate implementation. In general, the cost

of the reorderings is almost negligible. Moreover, a careful incremental implementation

should reduce the overall cost of reordering to O(n) per sweep.

Table 5.4 gives a quick overview of experimental values for the most important parameters.

We see that the average number of GMRES iterations, k1, initially increases slowly but levels

off for larger numbers of particles. The numbers of nonzeros in the matrix, k2, and in the

preconditioner, αk2, are roughly constant with α ≈ 1.25. Finally, we see that the number of

reorderings per sweep, k5, increases slowly.

Size 686 1024 1458 2000 2662 3456 4394 5488
nr. GMRES iter. 8.91 9.34 9.53 9.59 9.83 10.20 10.22 10.10
nnz(A)/n 42.38 42.38 42.39 42.38 42.37 42.37 42.37 42.37
nnz(L+U)/n 55.04 54.48 54.33 53.61 53.27 53.28 53.28 53.01
nr. reorder/sweep 0.65 1.03 1.19 1.73 2.23 2.63 2.73 3.12

Table 5.4: Analysis of computational cost, providing for each problem size the average
number of GMRES iterations per linear system solve (k1), the average number of nonzeros
per row in the matrix A (k2), the average number of nonzeros (per row) in the L and U
factors together (αk2), and the average number of matrix reorderings per sweep (k5).

Based on the numbers in Table 5.4 and the complexity analysis above, we expect the ex-

perimental complexity of the new algorithm (for the values of n used) to be slightly worse

than O(n2). However, if the average number of GMRES iterations (k1) remains bounded for

increasing n, as suggested by the table, and we change the reordering algorithm to a version

that is O(n) per reordering, we have an O(n2) algorithm.

We compare the average runtimes per sweep of VMC using QMCPACK with the sparse
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Size 686 1024 1458 2000 2662 3456 4394 5488
std alg. (s) 2.52 7.18 16.09 36.83 81.27 173.24 340.94 649.94
sparse alg. (s) 5.71 12.18 24.67 47.55 86.11 167.43 312.05 549.17

Table 5.5: Scaling Results: the average runtime of a VMC sweep using QMCPACK with its
standard algorithm for determinant ratios and with the new sparse algorithm for determinant
ratios.
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Figure 5.10: The scaling of the runtime for a sweep (including all computations) for QMC-
PACK with its standard algorithm for determinant ratios and with the new sparse algorithm.
The figure also shows the best power-law approximations for both versions.

algorithm with the average runtimes of QMCPACK with the standard algorithm for eight

problems sizes in Table 5.5 and Figure 5.10. This comparison includes all parts of the

simulation, updating the Slater matrix, computing (some) observables, and the various parts

of computing the determinant ratios discussed above. For QMCPACK with the sparse

algorithm, the percentage of runtime spent in the linear solver ranges from about 85% for

the smallest system to 95% and higher for the larger systems. For QMCPACK with the

standard algorithm the percentages are even higher. We see that the break-even point for the

new algorithm (for this problem) occurs for about 3000 particles. Fitting both sequences of

runtimes to a power law (anb), we find that QMCPACK scales as O(n2.67) with the standard

algorithm and as O(n2.19) with the sparse algorithm. The exponent for QMCPACK with

the sparse algorithm is slightly larger than 2, which is partly explained by the slow increase
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in the number of GMRES iterations and in the number of reorderings, although the former

appears to level off for larger n. However, we suspect that the exponent is also partly due to

cache and other hardware effects. The exponent for QMCPACK with the standard algorithm

depends on all components of the algorithm (not just the O(n3) computation of determinant

ratios); it is noteworthy that it is close to 3 already for these system sizes. We discuss how

we intend to bring the scaling for the sparse algorithm down further in future work. We

remark that based on a straightforward complexity analysis, the scaling for the standard

algorithm will approach O(n3) for large enough n.



Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

The focus of this dissertation has been on efficiently solving sequences of single and dual

linear systems by recycling Krylov subspaces and preconditioners. Hence, in this chapter we

first provide concluding remarks for these approaches.

Our primary application areas have been model reduction and the Variational Monte Carlo

(VMC) method. Our secondary application areas include convection-diffusion type problems

and study of crack propagation. While recycling preconditioners for the VMC method we

current use an ILU type preconditioner, which is not problem specific. Hence, we introduce

a multilevel type preconditioner for the VMC method that exploits the structure of the

underlying problem. Preliminary results with this preconditioner look promising.

Recycling Krylov Subspaces

For several classes of problems, such as solving the linear systems arising in interpolatory

model reduction, or computing bilinear forms arising in Variational Monte Carlo methods,

the BiCG algorithm has advantages over methods like GMRES that would solve the primary

and the dual system separately. For sequences of dual linear systems arising in such problems,

it is advantageous to use Krylov subspace recycling for the BiCG algorithm, and for this

85
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purpose we propose the RBiCG algorithm. The derivation of RBiCG also provides the

foundation for recycling variants of other popular bi-Lanczos based methods, like CGS,

BiCGSTAB, BiCGSTAB2, BiCGSTAB(l), QMR, and TFQMR. Hence, we propose RCGS,

RBiCGSTAB, and RBiCGSTAB2, which focus on efficiently solving sequences of single linear

systems.

We have demonstrated the usefulness of RBiCG for interpolatory model reduction using

IRKA. In addition, we have analyzed and demonstrated the effectiveness of RBiCG for

nonsymmetric linear systems arising from convection-diffusion problems. This suggests that

the RBiCG method may be useful in other areas where solving dual systems in a Petrov-

Galerkin sense brings special advantages, for example, in computing bilinear forms for the

VMC method. We have demonstrated usefulness of RBiCGSTAB on a crack propagation

example.

In future work, we plan to extend the use of RBiCG to model reduction for MIMO dynamical

systems in a tangential interpolation framework, where the right-hand sides are not constant

as in the SISO case. In addition, we will further investigate the use of RBiCG for evaluating

bilinear forms arising in VMC algorithms. Our current results for this look promising. We

also plan to test RBiCGSTAB and RBiCGSTAB2 on acoustics problems, and extend the

recycling framework of RBiCG to RBiCGSTAB(l).

Recycling Preconditioners

We present an efficient algorithm for simulating insulators with the VMC method for large

numbers of particles. Our algorithm reduces the scaling of computing the determinant ratios,

the dominant computational cost for large n, from O(n3) to slightly worse than O(n2),

where n is the number of particles. This complements recent improvements in the scaling

of constructing Slater matrices. Our main contribution is a method to compute efficiently

for the Slater matrices a sequence of preconditioners that make the iterative solver converge

rapidly. This involves cheap preconditioner updates, an effective reordering strategy, and
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a cheap method to monitor instability of the ILUTP preconditioners. Furthermore, we

demonstrate experimentally that we can achieve the improved scaling without sacrificing

accuracy. Our results show that preconditioned iterative solvers can reduce the cost of VMC

for large(r) systems.

There are several important improvements to be explored for our proposed algorithm. First,

we will implement an O(n) reordering algorithm. This is important for larger system sizes.

We will also consider more elaborate matrix reordering strategies like those in [32, 33].

Second, we intend to develop an incremental local reordering scheme that satisfies certain

optimality properties. This should allow us to cheaply update the matrix (probably at

constant cost) every Monte Carlo step or every few steps and exploit the fact that particle

updates are strictly local. Potentially, the field of computational geometry might provide

some insights for this effort.

Third, although the ILUTP preconditioner leads to fast convergence, it is not obvious how

to update an ILUTP preconditioner in its LU form. Again, the current approach with cheap

intermediate, multiplicative updates by rank-one updates to the identity is effective, but it

would be better to have preconditioners that can be updated continually with constant cost,

local updates, and that adapt in a straightforward manner to a reordering of the matrix

(at constant cost). We do not know if such preconditioners exist and whether they would

yield fast convergence. In future work, we will explore forms of preconditioning that might

satisfy these requirements and an underlying theory of preconditioners for Slater matrices

(see the next section). The latter would also include analyzing the matrix properties of

Slater matrices.

Fourth, an interesting experiment is to check whether replacing the (sparse) iterative solver

by a sparse direct solver might be advantageous for certain problem sizes. We expect that

for small problems the standard algorithm is fastest and that for large(r) problems sparse

iterative solvers are fastest. However, there might be a range of physically relevant problem

sizes for which sparse direct solvers are the best. Fifth, we will extend our algorithm to other
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types of orbitals. One specific goal will be to adapt our algorithm to achieve quadratic scaling

when single particle orbitals are delocalized. Note that the optimization of orbitals [4, 31, 86]

discussed in Section 2.2 leads to rapidly decaying orbitals for many systems. Finally, we will

test our algorithm for realistic materials and much larger system sizes.

Multilevel Preconditioner

To further improve the scaling of the VMC algorithm, we present a multilevel preconditioner

(instead of the ILUTP preconditioner that we currently use). We may interpret Slater matrices

as interpolation matrices. If we consider the single particle orbitals {φ1(x), . . . , φn(x)} as a

set of basis functions, and approximate f(x) using these, then

f(x) ≃
n∑

k=1

φk(x)αk, (6.1)

where the {αk} are scalars to be determined. Interpolating f at the particle positions

{r1, . . . , rn} gives

φ1(r1)α1 + φ2(r1)α2 + . . .+ φn(r1)αn = f(r1),

φ1(r2)α1 + φ2(r2)α2 + . . .+ φn(r2)αn = f(r2),
...

φ1(rn)α1 + φ2(rn)α2 + . . .+ φn(rn)αn = f(rn).

or

α̃ = A−1f̃ ,

where α̃ = (α1, α2, . . . , αn)
T and f̃ = (f(r1), f(r2), . . . , f(rn))

T . Recall from (2.9) and (5.3)

that if at a MCMC step particle i is moved, then we are trying to approximate

uTA−1ei = uTz. (6.2)
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Figure 6.1: Local interpolation and global correction

Thus, computing z = A−1ei corresponds to interpolating a function f such that f(ri) = 1

and f(rj) = 0 for j 6= i. Due to the local support of the basis functions (see Section 2.2),

we may compute A−1
11 (ei)1...m using a local interpolation. When a particle is selected for a

random move at any MCMC step, we first find the closest orbital to this particle. We then

pick all the orbitals close to this orbital in a certain radius (local orbitals; see Figure 6.1),

and identify the particle closest to each of these selected orbitals. We reorder the selected

particles and orbitals such that their interaction represents the A11 sub-matrix below1,




A11 A12

A21 A22








z1

z2



 =




ei

0



 .

Thus, (6.2) can be rewritten as uTz = uT
1 z1+uT

2 z2. The u
T
1 z1 component comes from the local

orbitals, and we perform an exact local interpolation to compute it’s contribution. The uT
2 z2

component is related to the remaining orbitals, and we approximate it’s contribution via a

global correction. Since the number of local orbitals is much smaller than the total number

of orbitals, this approach provides the determinant ratio cheaply without substantial loss of

accuracy (see the results).

We implement this approach via a two-step fixed point iteration. We first perform the

following initializations: z
(0)
1 = 0, z

(0)
2 = 0, ρ

(0)
1 = ei, and ρ

(0)
2 = 0, where ρi denote the

1In practice we do not explicitly swap rows and columns of the Slater matrix. Instead, we keep track of
indices of particles and orbitals that represent the A11 sub-matrix.
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residuals. We then perform the local interpolation, which has a constant cost.

z
(1)
1 = z

(0)
1 + A−1

11 ρ
(0)
1 = A−1

11 ei, z
(1)
2 = z

(0)
2 = 0,

ρ
(1)
1 = ei −A11z

(1)
1 − A12z

(1)
2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

= 0, ρ
(1)
2 = 0− A21z

(1)
1 − A22z

(1)
2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

= −A21A
−1
11 ei.

Finally, we perform an approximate correction for the global problem.

z
(2)
1 = z

(1)
1 , z

(2)
2 = z

(1)
2 + Ã22ρ

(1)
2 .

ρ
(2)
1 = ei −A11z

(2)
1

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=ρ
(1)
1

−A12z
(2)
2 , ρ

(2)
2 = 0−A21z

(2)
1

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=ρ
(1)
2

−A22z
(2)
2 .

Here Ã22 ≃ A−1
22 , and is obtained by some approximation (for example a zero–fill incomplete

LU factorization [70]). Combining the above two steps of the fixed point iteration into one,

and generalizing for any kth Monte Carlo step we get




A11 0

A21 A22





︸ ︷︷ ︸

M




z
(k+1)
1

z
(k+1)
2



 =




0 −A12

0 0





︸ ︷︷ ︸

N




z
(k)
1

z
(k)
2



+




ei

0





︸ ︷︷ ︸

b

This gives us the splitting Mz(k+1) = Nz(k)+ b, where A = M −N. The final preconditioned

linear system, obtained after applying fixed point iteration twice, is given by

(
2M−1 −M−1AM−1

)
Az =

(
2M−1 −M−1AM−1

)
b,

where M−1 =




A−1

11 0

−Ã22A21A
−1
11 Ã22



 .

We give some preliminary results in Table 6.1. We start with an equilibrium configuration,

and at every MCMC step we use Matlab’s ILU(0) to approximate the inverse of A22. From

the results we see that the GMRES iteration count is very low, and hence the method is

cheap. The approximations are good but not excellent. We expect the approximations to
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System A11 Rate of Decay Number of Average GMRES % of Good

Size Size of Orbitals MCMC steps Iterations Steps

1024 27 k = 1 507 3.25 76.23

Table 6.1: Using a multilevel preconditioner for VMC. For the definition of a good step, see
Section 5.3.

get better with a larger system size.
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